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Abstract

By creating opportunities for microentrepreneurship, street papers have been tackling homelessness and poverty in U.S. cities since the late 1980s. Homeless or low-income vendors purchase these social justice-oriented publications for a fraction of the cover price, and then resell them on street corners for profit. By 2015 the self-help model had spread to 35 U.S. cities, according to the International Network of Street Papers. These cities range significantly in characteristics such as population size, climate, geographic location and political atmosphere.

Drawing on interviews with more than 20 editors, staff and vendors at North American street papers, I have identified five factors that tend to contribute to a paper’s success in any given city. These factors address both qualities of the host city, such as significant pedestrian traffic, and qualities of the paper itself, such as the support of a pre-existing nonprofit organization. I next considered these factors in the context of one case study: Groundcover News in Ann Arbor, Michigan. This case study in turn provided insight into the final aspect of the capstone: determining whether Syracuse, New York, could support a successful street paper. Based on analysis of census data, interviews with representatives from Syracuse-based social service organizations and the application of previously gathered information, I concluded that a street paper in Syracuse would face no insurmountable obstacles.
Executive Summary

Since the late 1980s, street papers have been gaining traction in U.S. cities as a self-help model to address homelessness and poverty. These newspapers and magazines enable homeless or low-income vendors to act as microentrepreneurs, purchasing publications for a fraction of their cover price and reselling them on street corners to generate a profit. Because most vendors do not rely on paper sales as their sole form of income, these profits often supplement fixed incomes such as Social Security or Supplemental Security Income (SSI) with amounts that vary greatly depending on how often and how efficiently a vendor works. In Ann Arbor, Michigan, for example, two consistent Groundcover News vendors report making between $260 and $900 in one month. Through content highlighting issues related to poverty and social justice, U.S. street papers fulfill a secondary function of bringing attention to voices and issues that rarely receive comprehensive coverage in mainstream media. As of 2015, the International Network of Street Papers counted among its members 114 street papers in the world and 35 street papers in cities throughout the U.S.

By identifying five factors that contribute to street papers’ success in the U.S. and by analyzing these in the context of Syracuse, New York, this capstone provides the groundwork for a startup street paper in New York’s fifth largest city. Although no person or organization has ever attempted to launch a street paper in Syracuse, research suggests that the city presents no insurmountable obstacles to this end. This capstone particularly elaborates on the factors that suggest Syracuse would not be an ideal host city: primarily a relative lack of pedestrian traffic and an existing antagonistic attitude toward panhandling. Any startup street paper in the city should take these into consideration before launching. By also addressing the experiences of the poor and homeless in Syracuse, where 28.2 percent of families were living below the poverty
line between 2009 and 2013 (U.S. Census Bureau, “American Community Survey”), this capstone additionally suggests that Syracuse hosts a low-income community that a street paper could effectively serve.

These conclusions and recommendations stem from more than 20 interviews with street papers organizers and vendors across North America; observations and conversations during a two-day visit to Ann Arbor’s *Groundcover News*; analysis of data from the U.S. Census Bureau and the Housing and Homeless Coalition of Syracuse and Onondaga County (HHC); and interviews with several representatives of social service organizations in Syracuse. The information is then structured in three parts: first, an explanation of the five factors that experts repeatedly attribute to successful street papers; second, a *Groundcover News* case study that demonstrates how these factors interact; and third, an analysis of these factors in the context of Syracuse.

Because street papers exist and thrive in U.S. cities that vary greatly in terms of size, climate, region and other factors, the five factors of success identified in this capstone are relatively broad. They address both aspects of the street paper itself and of its host city, suggesting that both are important considerations when launching a street paper. The five factors are:

1. **The Support of a Sponsoring Nonprofit Organization:** A startup street paper should establish itself under the umbrella of an existing social service organization.

2. **A Positive Connection to the Host Community:** Maintaining a good reputation with city officials and residents is critical for daily operations and fundraising.
3. **A Host City with Areas High in Pedestrian Traffic**: Vendors need a sufficient customer base.

4. **An Enforced Code of Conduct for Vendors**: Enforcing basic policies ensures that a street paper can maintain its positive reputation.

5. **A High Quality Journalistic Publication**: Quality content distinguishes vendors from panhandlers and creates an independently desirable product.

While the diversity of existing street papers proves that not all street papers operate in the same way, editors and organizers repeatedly identified these points as influential in an organization’s success.

A two-day visit to Ann Arbor, which provided content for a *Groundcover News* case study, demonstrated these factors in action. *Groundcover* was thriving with a monthly circulation of nearly 10,000 papers when I visited in May 2014. Its success as well as its host city’s similarity to Syracuse made it an ideal choice for a case study. Ann Arbor’s population of 117,000 people compares to Syracuse’s population of 144,000, for example, and the University of Michigan’s relationship to Ann Arbor is similar to that of Syracuse University and Syracuse (U.S. Census Bureau, “Ann Arbor”; “Syracuse”). This visit additionally enabled in-depth interviews with vendors, who explained a variety of motivations for selling *Groundcover*.

These insights from Ann Arbor, as well as information about street papers gleaned from previous interviews, proved critical in analyzing conditions in Syracuse in respect to a potential street paper. While in some ways Syracuse is particularly well suited for a street paper — the Revised General Ordinances of the City of Syracuse would permit a vendor to sell papers without paying for a peddling license, for example, and the city hosts a strong network of
existing social service organizations that could support a startup street paper — interviews and data analysis reveal two major obstacles. Namely, a street paper would have to overcome an existing negative perception of panhandling and a relative lack of pedestrian traffic. To address these points, I suggest a street paper limit its number of vendors to 10 at most and consciously differentiate itself from panhandling. The latter could be done through a public awareness campaign and through fostering relationships with city and business officials.

In this way, this capstone draws on an analysis of street papers in general to identify and address the key points that organizers of a startup paper in Syracuse should consider before launching. If these are kept in mind throughout the planning period for such a paper, then it is reasonable to think that a street paper could thrive in Central New York.
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Chapter 1

Characteristics of Successful Street Papers

On a single night in January 2013, more than 600,000 homeless people were living in the U.S. Nearly 400,000 of them slept in emergency shelters or transitional housing. More than 200,000 spent their night with no roof overhead (Henry 1). This same year, 14.5 percent of Americans — that’s approximately 45 million people — were living below the poverty line (U.S. Census Bureau, “Poverty”).

Since the country’s early days, countless social service organizations across the country have attempted to address the immediate needs and long-term interests of the poor and homeless. Since the late 1980s, a particularly intriguing model has joined the ranks of soup kitchens and job training programs in pursuing this end: street papers. By hiring low-income vendors who profit from selling a paper that in turn educates its readers on poverty and related issues, these newspapers and magazines offer a self-help model. Since the first modern street papers were established in San Francisco and New York in 1989, the street model has spread to a current 35 papers in the U.S., as counted through membership in the International Network of Street Newspapers (“Our members”).

Syracuse, New York, is not among them. After hearing about the street paper model from a friend in 2011 and later contributing articles to my hometown’s Cleveland Street Chronicle beginning in 2013, the absence of such a paper in Central New York repeatedly brought me back to one question: Why not? Simply, no one has ever tried. Could Syracuse support a successful street newspaper? This is the question I’ve chosen to address through my honors capstone.
Through conversations with editors and organizers at street papers throughout the U.S. and Canada, I have identified the characteristics of a host city and of a street paper organization that tend to contribute to success. I applied them in the context of one case study, *Groundcover News* in Ann Arbor, Michigan, which demonstrated how the street paper model functions. Finally, I applied these findings to Syracuse to determine whether the city has the right characteristics to support a street paper. While several factors such as size and its existing attitude toward panhandling suggest Syracuse might not be an ideal host city for a street paper, no obstacle seems insurmountable.

**The Street Paper Model**

While individual street newspapers vary significantly, including a notable ideological divide between North American and European publications, the International Network of Street Newspapers (INSP) offers a general definition:

Street papers are independent newspapers and magazines that operate on a social enterprise and self-help model to provide an innovative solution to urban homelessness and unemployment (“About”).

Through street papers, homeless or low-income vendors become microentrepreneurs, purchasing newspapers or magazines for a fraction of the publication’s cover price — in some cases even obtaining them for free — and pocketing the profit after selling the papers on the street. While the idea behind street papers is for vendors to use this money to support themselves, representatives from North American street newspapers recognize that vendors use their paper-produced income for a variety of purposes. While some fulltime vendors follow the loosely intended model by earmarking their profit for low-income housing, others supplement an existing income such as Social Security or Supplemental Security Income (SSI). Further, street
papers generally do not require proof that a vendor is homeless or financially struggling. Jamie Rye, former editor-in-chief of Toledo Streets in Toledo, Ohio, echoed the view of several involved in the street paper movement by noting that there is no way — and no real incentive — to regulate how the largely transient vendor population uses its income. He explained that a street paper serves its intended purpose simply by enabling vendors to become microentrepreneurs; their freedom to manage personal finances as they see fit is part of the deal. “We’re giving them the opportunity to close the gap of employment,” Rye said. “But it’s really up to them.”

The amount that a vendor can make through street paper sales varies widely depending on how often and how effectively the vendor works. A Street Sense vendor in Washington, D.C., said the approximately $65 that she made in the hour or so that she sold papers before going to another job was fairly standard for her (Williams, Sasha). Street Sense has profit margin of $1.50, with vendors purchasing papers for $.50 and reselling them for a suggested $2 donation. Rye put the average profit for a committed Toledo Streets vendor at approximately $35 an hour, based on a $.75 profit margin for each paper sold to the public at $1. And a Groundcover News vendor in Ann Arbor puts $600 in her pocket monthly when she sells all 800 papers that she regularly buys; her profit margin is $.75 for each $1 paper (Donham). Estimates of profits are generally loose, reflecting that the vendors set their own schedules and that some customers donate more than the paper’s cover price. Further, vendors who buy more papers than they can sell in a given sales period may see their total profits decrease at the end of that period.

A complementary aim of street papers is advocacy for issues related to poverty and homelessness. This role is particularly characteristic of the North American street paper movement, and is generally achieved through editorial content. While it is again important to note that each individual street paper in North America is distinct, North American publications
in general tend to focus their content around progressive issues related to poverty or social justice. North American street paper staffs tend to pride themselves on publishing stories and angles that do not attract coverage in mainstream media. Andy Freeze, who served as executive director of the now dissolved North American Street Newspaper Association (NASNA) between 2009 and 2010, identified two paths that street papers tend to follow toward this end. They can be traditionally journalistic, featuring newsworthy content produced by volunteer journalists or members of the editorial staff, or street papers can literally give voice to the poor and homeless population by filling pages with columns, poems, artwork and other pieces produced by the vendors themselves. Based on his experience with NASNA and previous involvement with the Greater Cincinnati Coalition for the Homeless’ Streetvibes, Freeze said he thought journalistic publications draw readers’ attention more effectively long term. It is important to note, however, that both formats, as well as hybrid-style papers that incorporate aspects of both, are active and successful in North America.

Because they represent poor and homeless communities in a way that differs from the way these communities are covered in mainstream media, street papers aim to positively shape the greater dialogue around homelessness and poverty. Barbara Schneider, who has researched media representations of homelessness as a faculty member at Canada’s University of Calgary, writes in a 2011 article that mainstream news outlets tend to relegate the homeless to narrow roles. By including homeless individuals in articles through personal, experiential and often emotional content — and rarely, if ever, as “expert” sources on homelessness or related topics — Schneider argues that mainstream newspapers cast the homeless as a distinct group whose living situations result from individual and therefore preventable circumstances (75-80). In this way, she writes, mainstream coverage of the homeless contributes to their continued marginalization.
Street newspapers, in contrast, challenge this type of mainstream coverage by publishing content that directly channels homeless voices or covers related issues more comprehensively. “We try to really make sure that the script is flipped so that people who have experienced homelessness themselves have a clear and an uncensored voice,” said Jennifer Friedenbach, executive director of San Francisco’s Coalition on Homelessness, which produces Street Sheet. Of Street Sheet’s aim to change a negative perception around homelessness through such content, she added: “There’s a lot of demonization, a lot of hatred and a lot of violence as a result of that hatred … It’s harder to fight for solutions if you’re fighting for solutions for a hated and demonized population.”

While this capstone will primarily focus on North American street newspapers, it is relevant to recognize that street newspapers exist around the world. In 2015, INSP identified 114 street newspapers in 35 countries on six continents. An estimated 14,000 homeless or poor vendors across the world sell these to an estimated six million global readers (“About”). These international papers are connected through INSP, as well as through access to translated editorial content through the INSP News Service, which operates as a wire service similar to the Associated Press. Although all street papers aim to generate an income for vendors, North American and European papers traditionally take different approaches beyond this. Sean Condon, executive director of Megaphone in Vancouver, Canada, and former vice president and co-chair of NASNA, explained the difference this way: While North American publications traditionally emphasize the editorial responsibility of giving voice to the homeless population, European papers tend to produce high quality, easily marketable publications that differ little from the mainstream magazines. The latter is done with the belief that such publications more effectively generate an income for vendors. However, Condon said, the North American-
European divide is changing, with North American papers increasingly recognizing the European value of producing a high quality publication. “I think we’re seeing a bit of a change in North America,” he said, adding that for Megaphone, in particular, the intention is to incorporate a higher production quality without shifting away from social justice coverage. “We are trying to get a hybrid of the two,” he said.

The History of Street Papers

While the current street paper movement has roots in the 1980s, street papers in general date to the nineteenth century. Norma Fay Green, a journalism professor at Columbia College Chicago, identifies the Salvation Army’s War Cry as the first street newspaper to establish itself in North America in the late 1800s. A religiously sponsored publication, War Cry explained to its readers how best to help the needy and was peddled by Salvationists on street corners and in saloons. Subsequent papers followed in the religiously based model, including the Hobo News, which originated in 1915 with the Social Gospel Movement. The Hobo News notably established the role of the paper in financially bettering the vendor, which is reflected in the mission statements of current street newspapers. According to Green, a 1916 issue of Hobo News read:

The public will more generously respond to our invitation for help when you offer them something of real merit like the ‘News,’ than for a straight handout. For this very purpose the News was ushered into the journalistic field. It offers you all the profits if you are willing to prove your willingness to help yourself by offering it for sale.

While religiously based publications dominated the early street newspaper movement, Green writes, no real record of papers between the 1940s and 1960s has been found. It was not until the 1980s that the modern, secular street newspaper movement emerged. As the economy boomed and economic gaps widened, Green writes, poverty and homelessness became increasingly visible. Street publications offered a platform to inspire consciousness of these issues.
The first secular street newspapers in the U.S. are commonly cited as New York City’s *Street News* and San Francisco’s *Street Sheet*. Friedenbach, of the *Street Sheet*, said the two developed independently and more or less simultaneously in 1989. *Street Sheet*, she said, developed “organically” after San Francisco’s Coalition on Homelessness published a surplus of newsletters for a Phil Collins benefit concert. Several men within the coalition later took these extra newsletters and sold them on street corners, paving the way for the modern *Street Sheet*. While Friedenbach, who did not work for the coalition when *Street Sheet* was founded, said she thought San Francisco organizers knew a similar paper was developing in New York City around the same time, there was essentially no communication between the two. She credited *Street Sheet* and *Street News* — the latter perhaps to an even greater extent given its greater visibility in a larger city — as the inspiration for the street papers that cropped up in other North American cities throughout the 1990s.

Communication among street newspapers and support for startup papers became more formalized in 1996, when NASNA was founded as an organizational and communication hub for North American street newspapers. Hosting several member conferences in its early years and coordinating monthly conference phone calls among members, NASNA served as a central resource, drawing on the experiences of its approximately 30 members for idea-trading among existing papers and for support for startup papers (French Lemley). In this way, NASNA was especially valuable for contributing to “collective knowledge,” explained Tasha French Lemley, executive director of Nashville’s *Contributor* and former co-chair of NASNA.

NASNA continued to connect street papers through the 1990s and 2000s, and the organization saw a particular increase in circulation around 2009 and 2010. Condon, who became involved in NASNA around this time, said he saw the model take off in these years
through startup street papers in U.S. cities such as Philadelphia; Toledo, Ohio; and Ann Arbor, Michigan. These years also saw the beginning of street paper growth in southern U.S. states, he added. Today, this is evidenced through papers in Memphis, Tennessee; Dallas, Texas; and Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, among others (“Our Members”). Condon and several representatives from North American street papers particularly cited Nashville’s Contributor as a standout example of relatively recent growth in the South. The Contributor, established in 2007, was supporting the largest per capita circulation in the world by 2012 (Wills, Mar. 24).

For French Lemley, who serves as a contact for those interested in starting street papers through Nashville’s Contributor, the relatively recent interest in part reflects a rising interest in social enterprise models. The London-based organization ClearySo, which works with social enterprises globally, describes this model as “a business that has both social and commercial goals,” naming a coffee shop that employs adults with disabilities as another example (“What is a social enterprise?”). Condon additionally attributed the 2009-2010 uptick to improved quality among street papers in general and the economic recession that began in 2007. The latter, he said, did more than simply widen the pool of potential vendors; it in some ways created a more stable vendor base by pushing the unemployed toward street papers in addition to the homeless and transient.

In December 2012, in a move not reflective of the state of individual street papers in North America, the NASNA board voted to dissolve the organization. In an email sent to members and posted on its website, board members explained that maintaining a legal status as a business entity had become expensive, cumbersome and at odds with the underlying function of the organization. Board members wrote:
The NASNA board moved to formally acknowledge that the association is best structured as a volunteer endeavor rather than a formal business entity. The association’s history shows this decision to be an accurate representation of how NASNA has actually functioned for the majority of its existence (The NASNA Board).

Freeze had been NASNA’s first and only full-time staff member between 2009 and 2010, with a position that was made possible through an Ethics and Excellence in Journalism Foundation grant. When this grant was not renewed, NASNA returned to a fully volunteer staff composed of representatives from various North American papers (Freeze). Board members said in their email that such an arrangement could and would largely continue without the name and structure of NASNA as a formal business entity, making the cost of maintaining the organization’s legal status unnecessary.

While the long-term effects of the dissolution remain to be seen, developments in the year following NASNA’s dissolution suggest that INSP will effectively step into its communication-facilitating role. Condon noted that the Internet — largely developed after both organizations formed independently in the 1990s — effectively bridges geographic gaps among street papers, making the regional boundaries that had defined NASNA somewhat irrelevant. Demonstrating this, he said street papers around the world have shared ideas and support through a closed INSP Facebook page since at least 2014. In addition, INSP seems to be recognizing its increased prominence in North America through its decision to hold its 2015 conference in Seattle, Washington. The June conference will be the first INSP conference ever held in the U.S., and the first street paper conference in the country at all since NASNA’s final conference in 2011 (Condon, 2015). In this sense, the dissolution of NASNA in some ways has widened the street paper network as INSP steps into the organizational role that NASNA once held regionally.
Factors of Success

INSP identifies 39 North American publications, with 35 located in the U.S. and four located in Canada. Host cities for these papers vary significantly in terms of size and geographic location, although the papers still tend to have greater representation in northern U.S. states despite recent growth in the South (“Our members”). While the parameters of success are variable, representatives of several North American street newspapers repeatedly identified five factors that tend to contribute to a successful street paper. These are:

1. The Support of a Sponsoring Nonprofit Organization
2. A Positive Connection to the Host Community
3. A Host City with Areas High in Pedestrian Traffic
4. An Enforced Code of Conduct for Vendors
5. A High Quality Journalistic Publication

Support of a Sponsoring Nonprofit Organization

A sponsoring organization, or a related organization under whose tax-exempt nonprofit status a street paper can operate, was identified by several representatives from North American street papers as particularly important for startup papers. “It’s very cumbersome to set up your own nonprofit organization,” pointed out Michael Stoops, who helped form NASNA in 1996 and is currently director of community organizing at the National Coalition for the Homeless. This leads many street papers to initially operate under the 501(c)(3) status of existing groups, such as homeless coalitions or homeless shelters. In addition to legal nonprofit status, these umbrella organizations can additionally provide resources or office space. But eventually, Stoops said,
most street newspapers become independent in order to have more control of organizational and editorial decisions. During his time as NASNA’s executive director, Freeze said he worked both with people interested in starting independent papers and with people interested in incorporating papers under existing organizations. While he saw both established successfully, he said umbrella organizations ultimately saved startup street papers time and effort when marketing new publications because the umbrella organization offered existing name recognition and clientele. He added that in his experience, papers that align themselves with existing organizations tend to produce more vendor-created content and less traditionally journalistic content.

Tim Harris followed the model of connecting with an existing organization when he founded Seattle’s Real Change in 1994 under the umbrella of a separate human services organization. The paper became its own independent nonprofit three years later in 1997. Harris said this model worked well for Real Change, because it enabled organizers to initially focus on their publication rather than more bureaucratic aspects such as forming a board and maintaining a legal status with the International Revenue Service (IRS). Real Change was the first street paper to begin publishing weekly in 2005, and by spring 2015 boasted a circulation of 11,000 to 12,000 papers per week (Harris).

Although it’s possible to start a newspaper without an umbrella organization — Nashville’s Contributor stands out as a particularly successful example of this — it’s advisable to begin under an existing organization and later move toward independence.
A Positive Connection to the Host Community

Community support, referring specifically to a paper’s relationship to its host city’s residents and city officials, also repeatedly came up as key to success. Jamie Rye, of Toledo Streets, partially attributed Toledo Streets’ “explosive” growth between spring 2013 and fall 2013 to strong support within the local community. The paper maintains good relationships with Toledo’s homeless shelters — Toledo Streets operated under the umbrella of homeless advocacy organization 1Matters until December 2014 — and its positive perception in the community is demonstrated by a letter of support from Toledo Mayor Michael Collins (Rye). By October 2013, Rye said, the paper had generated approximately $58,000 for its approximately 30 active vendors within a seven-month period.

But this relationship between city and paper can be a challenge, said Brian Davis, executive director of the Northeast Ohio Coalition for the Homeless, which produces the Cleveland Street Chronicle. He said that in a city such as Cleveland, where panhandling is a recognized problem, a startup paper has to work to differentiate itself and make clear to potential buyers that the street paper is not a scam or charity donation. “It can take a long time to establish that relationship,” Davis said. Cleveland’s paper started in 1993 under a different name. The general lack of community support over the years has persisted, and the paper currently contracts only 15 to 20 vendors who make $.90 for each paper they sell (Davis).

Similarly, French Lemley used her experience at Nashville’s Contributor to emphasize that a lack of community support tends to hinder a paper. She said that like Cleveland’s paper, which once participated in a Supreme Court lawsuit involving peddling licenses (Davis), Contributor vendors have faced legal citations for selling on sidewalks. Even though the First Amendment generally protects street papers, local governments retain the power to restrict how papers can be
sold to some extent. This makes a positive relationship with a host community critical to ensure physical access to a city. “Community support is what makes newspapers sink or swim,” French Lemley said.

A corollary quality to community support is the idea that street papers should reflect their unique host communities. Condon, of Vancouver’s Megaphone, described this quality as the reflection of a city’s “vibe” in a paper’s content. Likewise, Stoops, who served on NASNA’s board for approximately 10 years between 1996 and 2007, cited the example of Washington, D.C.’s first street paper. StreetWise D.C. was founded in 1998 when organizers from Chicago expanded their model to Washington D.C., but Stoops said the paper closed its doors in less than eight months. “The reason that it went under, even though we had $70,000,” he said, “was that StreetWise D.C. did not turn their paper into a local paper.” The Chicago management struggled when they tried to replicate StreetWise Chicago’s model in Washington, D.C., he explained, attributing this to the StreetWise management’s negative stereotypes about Washington D.C.’s homeless population and general failure to connect with the local community.

In 2003, a new paper, Street Sense, developed in Washington, D.C., under the leadership and organization of two local residents, Ted Henson and Laura Thompson Osuri. As a more localized paper, Stoops said, Street Sense had essentially no trouble recruiting and retaining vendors. By summer 2014, Street Sense was supporting a biweekly circulation of 16,000 papers and contracting approximately 100 active vendors (Otto).

A final aspect of a paper’s connection to its community is the importance of strong connections between vendors and readers. “We figured out a long time ago that the heart and
soul of the street paper is the relationships between vendors and readers, and that you need to build the whole project around that,” Harris said, attributing this connection to the success Real Change has enjoyed in Seattle. On a practical level, these connections are the basis of the grassroots fundraising that Harris said street papers are uniquely positioned to leverage. Real Change, he said by way of example, has a $1.1 million organizational budget that is primarily aggregated from grassroots fundraising and individual donations. About 1,600 people donated to Real Change as an organization in 2013, with a median donation of $100. This complements the only 10 percent of the budget that comes from foundations and 35 percent that comes from the sale of papers to the independently contracted vendors (Harris). The budget for Washington, D.C.’s Street Sense, too, largely relies on individual donations, explained Rachael Buck, Street Sense’s coordinator of new initiatives and volunteers. There, the $.50 that vendors pay for each paper covers only printing costs, she said, leaving all organizational overhead costs and salaries for six paid employees dependent on grants and donations. Because donations are influenced by positive experiences with vendors, Harris emphasized, the relationship between vendors and buyers is crucial.

These cross-class relationships between vendors and readers additionally help street papers’ greater mission of advocacy, several North American street paper representatives added. “A large part of what we do is create opportunities for social contact,” said Skip Anderson, editor at Nashville’s Contributor, crediting street papers with facilitating conversations between people of different socioeconomic classes. Jerry Skoch, who said he had been buying street papers in Cleveland for 10 years, explained his motivation for purchasing: “I really don't care what’s in the paper as much as I do about having a conversation with the vendor,” he said. “That’s what’s really important to me.” In his time as executive director of Cleveland’s West Side Catholic
Center, Skoch said he often heard the poor and homeless complain that they felt invisible. A street paper, Skoch reasoned, opens a small window of opportunity. His motivation for purchasing street papers is reflected in broader data collected in a Megaphone reader survey. This showed that readers’ top reason for purchasing street papers is to support the vendor, Condon said. “That will always be the number one reason, no matter what the content is,” he said. In this way, personal connections between vendors and buyers benefit street papers on both a financial level and more general advocacy level.

A street paper’s relationship with its host cities is multifaceted and critically important. A positive relationship should be established for three primary reasons: to avoid vendor limitations in terms of access to city streets; to develop a print product that appeals to the unique community; and to establish personal connections between vendors and buyers. Failure to establish a positive relationship with a city in any of these three aspects could ultimately shutter a street paper, while a positive relationship could lead to long-term success.

**A Host City with Areas High in Pedestrian Traffic**

Urban areas that are high in foot traffic are also commonly cited as an important factor to a paper’s sustainability. While French Lemley of Nashville’s Contributor said that a city’s size has relatively little effect on a paper’s success — and Condon, of Vancouver’s Megaphone, said a smaller city could even be advantageous for offering greater visibility and less organizational demand — several street paper representatives noted that an ideal host city should have a well-traveled urban area where vendors can sell the paper. In Washington, D.C., for example, the metro system creates natural hubs of pedestrian traffic around metro stops, where vendors often
sell *Street Sense*. The pedestrian-friendly Ann Arbor, Michigan, offers an easily accessible downtown district even without public transportation hubs. “It definitely depends on your pedestrian traffic,” said Davis, of the *Cleveland Street Chronicle*. He added that Cleveland vendors tend to have the most successful sales at pedestrian hotspots such as the city’s West Side Market or the Rock ‘n’ Roll Hall of Fame.

Freeze, of the National Coalition for the Homeless, said the lack of pedestrian traffic tends to make residential and suburban neighborhoods poor host cities. In some cases, however, street papers that started in urban hubs have expanded into suburban areas as their circulation has grown. Examples include Nashville’s *Contributor*, established in 2007, and Ann Arbor’s *Groundcover News*, established in 2010. Anderson, of the *Contributor*, said the expansion is somewhat slow so far for the *Contributor*; local government regulations in suburbs around Nashville tend to hinder vendors outside the city, for example, and residents are less receptive than they are in cities. In Ann Arbor, however, former *Groundcover* operations manager Greg Hoffman said that suburbs are actually becoming attractive to vendors because some suburbs lack regulations against selling to people in cars.

In this sense, a street paper likely has its best chance at success by starting in an urban area with hubs of pedestrian traffic. Other factors, such as size, geographic location or climate, should be considered with less weight. Offering one example of this is Chicago’s *StreetWise*, which supervisor of magazine services Tony Taylor said maintains sales even through the city’s blustery winters. Staff and vendors have adapted to the fact that sales tend to dip during blizzards or extreme cold weather.
An Enforced Code of Conduct for Vendors

An enforced code of conduct for vendors is important in establishing a positive reputation for a paper, according to several street paper representatives. This reflects the idea that vendors act as the face of any street paper, often representing the only point of contact that a buyer has with a street paper organization as a whole. This, in turn, makes vendors critical to a paper’s success, said Dionne Gilbert, former vendor and current vendor coordinator at the Denver Voice. By maintaining a consistent presence on a city’s streets, she said, vendors shape the brand — ideally positive — that a street paper develops in a city.

Enforcing a code of conduct is one key way to ensure that vendors reflect positively on the street paper as an organization. While codes of conduct vary for each street paper, most prohibit vendors from selling while under the influence of drugs or alcohol and mandate that vendors must carry and display the badges that distinguish them from panhandlers (Appendix D). Also fairly common in codes of conduct are restrictions against selling outdated issues; against asking for more than the publication’s cover price; and against loaning or giving papers to another vendor. City-specific restrictions tend to supplement these general points as well. In Ann Arbor, for example, Groundcover vendors are prohibited from selling on public buses.

Related — and sometimes included — in vendor codes of conduct are systems that coordinate shifts and locations. While not practiced by all street papers, these ensure that papers are consistently and evenly distributed throughout a city. Real Change vendors in Seattle, for example, can “reserve turf” in specific areas of the city if they sell a set amount of papers (Harris). Nashville’s Contributor follows a similar policy, while Boston’s Spare Change News and Chicago’s StreetWise alternatively assign vendors a given location (Wills, May 28; Taylor; Flanagan). Offering a third model is the Cleveland Street Chronicle, whose vendors attend
biweekly meetings to divide weekend shifts at only high-demand, lucrative locations such as the West Side Market. Otherwise vendors are free to sell anywhere in Cleveland on a first-come, first-served basis (Davis).

To ensure that the code of conduct is effective, a street paper must have some policy regarding its enforcement. INSP recommends clarifying consequences for breaking this code of conduct with vendors at an initial training or orientation session in its guide to starting a street paper (Harris 13). As one example of this, Ann Arbor’s *Groundcover News* issues verbal warnings to vendors who break the code. If the vendor continues to do so, this warning is followed by increasingly long suspensions (Beckett).

Because vendors represent the most visible aspect of any street paper organization, they play a critical role in marketing publications. An enforced code of conduct is critical in ensuring that the overall perception of the paper remains positive. Harris, of Seattle’s *Real Change*, summarized the importance of a code of conduct as such:

> You have to have a code of conduct for the vendors that you take seriously, or else you don’t keep up the community reputation that you need for people to support what you’re doing. You want people to differentiate between your vendors and panhandlers. You want to legitimize your vendors. It’s the code of conduct and taking it seriously that does that.

**A High Quality Journalistic Publication**

A high quality journalistic publication also tends to lead to higher circulation and greater success, according to several street paper representatives. This is a somewhat contested point, given the diversity of content in successful North American street newspapers and the fact that some publications thrive on creative content. San Francisco’s *Street Sheet*, for example, produces an annual poetry issue featuring vendors’ writing that typically tops other editions in sales (Friedenbach). But while creative writing and personal accounts from vendors may effectively
draw in readers, said Freeze, NASNA’s former executive director, news stories tend to prove more effective in this goal long term. In part, he said this is because vendors’ personal stories about homelessness tend to be similar, and consequently may not appeal to repeat customers for more than a few issues. Similarly, Condon, of Vancouver’s *Megaphone*, suggested that high quality journalism is what maintains readership even when a buyer’s original motivation to purchase the paper is a charitable donation. “People have a lot of stereotypes about what a street paper is,” Condon said. “They will assume that it will be low quality, that the content will be very depressing or that the content will be directed only at people on the street ... Those are stereotypes and misconceptions that we always have to try to overcome and try to dispel with the content.”

Friedenbach, of San Francisco’s *Street Sheet*, added that newsworthy journalistic content does not necessarily mean breaking news. Rather, she advised that street paper content should have enough “shelf life” to attract interest throughout the entire week or multiweek selling period. Catchy headlines and a visually appealing product become important in this sense, she said. Skoch, who has been purchasing the *Cleveland Street Chronicle* for years, similarly said he thought a visually appealing product helps to legitimize a street paper as an organization. He said he is often frustrated by the poor quality of the street papers he sees in Cleveland and other cities. “A paper that’s poorly written with subpar photographs isn’t going to get anyone excited on the streets,” he said. High quality articles are also beneficial, he added, but these are less effective than an appealing visual product at drawing passers-by to a street paper.

A corollary to high journalistic content is an online presence. North American street papers vary in their use of organizational websites and social media to promote the paper and its specific
content, but most have some sort of online presence. Friedenbach is among those who tout an online presence as a positive attribute of a street paper. While she acknowledged that online content in some ways threatens the sale of physical copies, she said she felt this argument held more weight before the boom in social media. “Having a visibility and the stories out there creates more attractiveness as a source for news, (so) that when people do see vendors on the streets they’re going to be more inclined to buy it,” she said. Taylor, of Chicago’s StreetWise, said the Illinois publication balances the two interests by teasing stories online, posting just a headline and a few paragraphs of the cover stories. Other street newspapers, including Ann Arbor’s Groundcover News, post PDF copies of the physical papers on their websites after the print issue has been pulled from the streets for its selling period. This eliminates the concern that online content will decrease the desire for print copies (Hoffman).

In this sense, high quality journalistic content can benefit street papers long term by establishing publications as desirable products that offer customers more than a one-time opportunity for charitable giving. A website can help to establish a paper as a legitimate organization and likewise legitimate source of news, making some form of online presence desirable. Because charitable intentions generally motivate transactions, posting content online is unlikely to significantly undercut vendors’ print sales.

**Conclusion**

Although each street paper in the U.S. is distinct, reflecting a unique relationship with its host city as well as the broader goals of the street paper’s founders, most successful street papers share these five broad characteristics. It is worthwhile to emphasize that these characteristics
pertain to both the host city and to the street paper itself. This means that even an excellently organized paper could struggle in a city that is ill adapted for a street paper. Alternatively, a city that seems ideal for such a street paper could ultimately fail to support one if the paper is poorly managed. In this sense, a street paper and its host city must both contribute to the success of a paper.
To see how these characteristics interact to support a street paper on a practical level, I visited the office of Groundcover News in Ann Arbor, Michigan, in late May 2014. There I spoke to staff and vendors in order to create a case study addressing how one specific street paper operates. I chose Groundcover for this purpose because Ann Arbor reflects Syracuse in several relevant aspects such as climate, population size and university influence. In addition, Groundcover was thriving with a monthly circulation of nearly 10,000 at the time of my visit.

An Idea Spreads

The story of Ann Arbor’s street paper begins more than 2,000 miles away from the Michigan city. Specifically it begins in Washington, where street corner pitches for the Seattle-based Real Change caught the attention of Susan Beckett during a summertime visit to her daughter in 2009.

The first street paper in the U.S. to support weekly publication, Real Change had been circulating in Seattle for about 15 years by the time Beckett, then a substitute teacher, stopped to pick up a copy. Street newspapers in general had been active in U.S. cities since the late 1980s. But for the Michigan native, the afternoon purchase marked her first interaction with the street paper model.

She was intrigued.
“I’ve been interested in poverty issues for a long time,” Beckett explained. And the *Real Change* model of employing homeless and low-income people as newspaper vendors seemed ripe for transplant to the Great Lakes State, she added.

This idea has grown into *Groundcover News*, a monthly street paper that’s circulated year-round in Ann Arbor and surrounding suburbs. In four years of circulation with Beckett as its publisher, the nonprofit newspaper had offered more than 200 vendors a hand up, rather than a hand out, as one vendor preferred to describe it at a monthly sales meeting in May. By spring 2014, when I visited its office, *Groundcover* reported that its approximately 30 active vendors were sustaining a monthly circulation nearing 10,000 in a city of approximately 117,000 people (U.S. Census Bureau, “Ann Arbor”). Vendors were pocketing $.75 for each $1 paper they sold.

**Getting Started**

Beckett’s first step in bringing a street newspaper to Ann Arbor was a call to the North American Street Newspaper Association (NASNA). Before its dissolution in December 2013, NASNA served as a central resource for startup street papers (French Lemley). In addition to sending Beckett a copy of its instructional manual, “Street papers: A guide to getting started,” which details major points to consider before launching a street newspaper, NASNA also put her in touch with staff at the nearby startup in Toledo, Ohio. With its first edition hitting the streets in 2009, *Toledo Streets* was itself relatively new and operating successfully under the umbrella of the social justice-oriented nonprofit 1Matters.

*Toledo Streets* was more than willing to lend a hand, Beckett said. Amanda Moore, who founded Toledo’s paper, met Beckett in Ann Arbor one day to discuss the early details of *Groundcover*. And through Moore’s connections, the Ann Arbor startup secured $1,000 in
funding through the Toledo-based 1Matters, which has additionally provided initial funding to Detroit’s street paper, *Thrive Detroit*.

The $1,000 that 1Matters provided *Groundcover* covered just more than the printing costs for the first issue, Beckett said. This inaugural issue hit the streets in summer 2010.

*Groundcover* chose to register for 501(c)(3) status after about a year of operations, meaning the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) classifies it as a tax-exempt nonprofit organization. This stands in contrast to *Toledo Streets*, which remained under the nonprofit umbrella of 1Matters until December 2014 (Zuehlke). This short-track path toward independence casts *Groundcover* as somewhat unusual among U.S. street papers. Although several street papers currently operate with independent 501(c)(3) statuses, most started with the operational and financial support of a parent organization.

**Budget (Appendix F)**

In terms of funding for the paper, Beckett identified three major sources: paper sales, advertisements and grants and donations. These balance out two major expenses: printing and employees. All other miscellaneous costs are considered trivial in terms of the budget, which totals less than $50,000 according to the Form 990-N that was filed with the IRS in 2013.

Paper sales account for the majority of *Groundcover’s* budget at approximately 60 percent, Beckett said. Paper sales refer to the $.25 that *Groundcover* receives from vendors for each copy of the paper that vendors purchase. Vendors in turn sell the paper to the public for a $1 donation, pocketing the $.75 profit.
Revenue from paper sales depends on how many papers *Groundcover* prints in a given month, Beckett said. Printing more is a greater value, while printing fewer can mean the $.25 that vendors pay *Groundcover* for papers doesn’t even cover printing costs. For example, assuming vendors buy all the printed papers for $.25, the difference between purchasing 9,000 papers from a printer at a cost of $900 and purchasing 2,000 papers from a printer at a cost of $575 is the difference between a $1,350 profit and a $75 deficit. Monthly circulation fluctuates throughout the year, Beckett said, as demonstrated by the jump between an approximately 10,000-paper circulation in spring 2014 and an approximately 5,000-paper circulation the following winter. This reflects both the weather and the academic schedule at the University of Michigan, she said, noting that fewer people tend to be in Ann Arbor in late summer.

Advertisements constitute approximately 35 percent of the income side of the budget, Beckett said. This makes *Groundcover* somewhat unusual among street papers. Seven out of 10 U.S. street papers that I surveyed reported publishing few or no advertisements, for example (Appendix C). Representatives of these seven papers said that the effort of securing ads — particularly when no staff member can dedicate time specifically to this task — outweighs the financial gains. But for *Groundcover*, Beckett said, advertisements prove worthwhile. The May 2014 issue includes 14 advertisements of varying size, including four quarter-page color advertisements (Appendix H). According to the advertising rates listed on the back page of each *Groundcover* issue, each of these runs $215.95 per issue (Figure 1). Advertising rates in general range from $49.95 for a black-and-white business card-sized advertisement to $699.96 for a full-page color advertisement.
As part of its advertising strategy, *Groundcover* notably includes coupons. Four of these appear in the May 2014 issue (Appendix H). Greg Hoffman, former operations manager for *Groundcover*, said that advertisements containing coupons to local stores help sell the paper. Vendors Rissa Haynes and Peggy Donham, who sell in front of the People’s Food Co-op, said the paper essentially sells itself there because of the $1 coupon that the Co-op publishes in the paper. Customers who intend to spend more than $1 in the grocery store can purchase *Groundcover* from Haynes or Donham, and save exactly what they spend once they check out at a register. Given that Ann Arbor has many local restaurants and stores, Hoffman said, the coupon strategy suits the paper particularly well.

No one staff member or volunteer at *Groundcover* is responsible for securing advertisements. Beckett said about half of advertisements sales are arranged by staff and half are arranged by vendors. *Groundcover* hosts a professional development series for its vendors on the third Thursday of each month, and occasionally a workshop on selling advertisements is included. Vendors receive a 30 percent commission if they sell an advertisement, Beckett added, or a 15 percent commission if they refer an interested business to *Groundcover* staff.
Finally, Beckett said grants and individual donations make up about five percent of *Groundcover’s* budget. Again, no one staff member is responsible for soliciting donations. These can be made online or through check, according the organization’s website (“Ways to give”); the print issue contains no information requesting or explaining donations (Appendix H). This lack of emphasis on donations contrasts with budgets of other street papers, such as Seattle’s *Real Change* or Washington, D.C.,’s *Street Sense*. These each report that grants and individual donations are a critical budget source, encompassing up to 60 percent of the budget at *Real Change* (Harris).

Because *Groundcover* pays no rent for its office space through an arrangement with a local church, the organization has only two primary expenses: printing and pay for three formal employees. Employees are the greatest expense, Beckett said, because printing costs fluctuate. Three contracted, part-time employees collectively receive approximately $650 monthly. Beckett herself works as publisher on a volunteer basis.

**Staff**

In May 2014, *Groundcover* employed a paid staff of three: a layout editor, an assistant editor and an operations manager. Although paid and volunteer staff collaborate on many job responsibilities, Hoffman said the layout and assistant editors primarily concern themselves with the visual and editorial aspect of the printed *Groundcover News* while the operations manager focuses on day-to-day operations. Hoffman left *Groundcover* as operations manager in early 2015, and the organization spent several months without anyone in this position. Beckett said she hoped to hire someone to fill his position by the spring.
A regular volunteer staff of about six people supports the paid staff in the *Groundcover* office, Hoffman said, dividing office shifts and covering a variety of day-to-day tasks. Marquise Williams, for example, is a currently active volunteer who became involved with *Groundcover* as a University of Michigan student even before the first issue of *Groundcover* was published. Williams, who has since graduated and now works for pay through an after-school program in the Ypsilanti Public School District, ran the vendor training on the Thursday that I visited. In his four years at *Groundcover*, he said, he had also helped edit content and write articles for the paper, among other tasks.

In addition to the volunteer staff at the office, *Groundcover* claims a significantly wider network of volunteers who write content for the paper or work to raise awareness and funds for the paper. “Volunteers are critical,” Beckett emphasized, adding that *Groundcover* constantly aims to increase this pool. She said she considered a volunteer coordinator, or someone to organize volunteers and ensure that they contribute efficiently, to be vital in any street paper. *Groundcover* — unfortunately, she said — did not have a volunteer coordinator as of May 2014.

**Facility**

*Groundcover* operates in a classroom-style space in the basement of the Bethlehem United Church of Christ, centrally located in Ann Arbor at 423 S. 4th Ave. Through this arrangement *Groundcover* has never had to factor facility costs into its budget. A few months into operation, Beckett said, *Groundcover* advertised in its own paper for a workspace. Bethlehem Church responded to the advertisement by offering the space for no rent.

*Groundcover* has maintained this rent-free relationship in its five years of operation, enjoying a positive relationship with the church, whose pastor is often a featured writer in the
paper. In late fall 2013, when *Groundcover* had secured a degree of financial stability, Beckett said the paper began voluntarily chipping in about $50 a month for electricity.

The modest basement space is outfitted simply. Staff accesses a single computer in a corner that’s framed by person-high stacks of newspapers, and vendors are permitted to access three other computers in the back of the room. A large, multipurpose table — used primarily for a vendor training during my Thursday afternoon visit — dominates the center of the space. Bulletin boards plastered with notes for vendors and poster-board charts that track monthly sales goals line the walls.

The church space is about a 10- to 15-minute walk from profitable selling sites that are heavy in pedestrian traffic, such as the intersection of Liberty and Main streets and the People’s Food Co-op. Because vendors frequent the office in order to purchase papers to sell, a location easily accessible by foot or public transportation is especially valuable.

**Content**

Beckett described *Groundcover*’s content as “wide-ranging,” and a glance through the printed publication justifies the description. The May 2014 issue alone includes a story about a local health clinic; a vendor’s call for year-round emergency shelters; a description about a rare butterfly migration; and a recipe for a rice and bean salad (Appendix H).

An eclectic mix of heavy and light content is Beckett’s goal. Although she said *Groundcover* had experimented with themed issues — a model favored by *Toledo Streets* and several other street papers, which organizes all the content around a single issue such as “healthcare” — Beckett said she finds that single-topic issues overwhelm readers. An entire paper focused on a difficult or depressing topic such as teen homelessness, she said as an
example, is too intense for an average reader. Beckett instead emphasized the appeal of *Groundcover*’s light, easily digestible features such as cartoons, puzzles or games. Readers have responded favorably to these, she said, remembering one who described the paper as good reading material for a lunch break.

Although the paper includes content produced by both vendors and community members, volunteer writers recruited from the community carry more bylines. In the 12-page May 2014 issue that included 10 bylined articles, for example, a vendor penned just one. A second article profiling vendor Joe Woods — part of a series that profiles a different vendor each issue — represents Woods as a vendor without his direct byline (Appendix H). Although vendors are encouraged to write — and incentivized with 10 to 20 free papers for each submitted piece, depending on its length and quality — there’s mixed interest among vendors in publishing content (Hoffman). Woods, for example, said he had no interest in getting published himself. Donham said she had published some artwork and appreciated the paper as a creative outlet.

In terms of *Groundcover*’s online content, staff upload PDFs of entire issues to *Groundcover*’s website after the selling period for the monthly paper ends. This timing eliminates a potential conflict with paper sales for the current issues (Hoffman). *Groundcover* also maintains a fairly consistent social media presence through Twitter and Facebook, although social media posts tend to focus on events related to *Groundcover* — benefit concerts, for example — rather than pushing written content.

**Vendors**

Vendors tend to be an eclectic group, Beckett said, ranging from elderly to teenage and spanning a variety of housing and socioeconomic situations. The majority of vendors are men,
she said, but female vendors tend to have a greater retention rate. While there is no way to definitively explain this tendency, Beckett speculated that women are less likely to become discouraged in their first days on the job, when vendors struggle to establish a connection with their customers. Tessa Swithinbank’s analysis of London’s *The Big Issue* suggests that the greater percentage of male vendors is a more general trend, which she attributed to greater rates of homelessness among men than women in London in the 1990s (47-48). Her argument is relevant in the U.S. today; the U.S.-based National Coalition for the Homeless stated in 2009 that men make up 76 percent of the total homeless population in the U.S. (“Who is homeless?”).

Hoffman said that as of May 2014 about three of approximately 30 active vendors relied on *Groundcover* sales as their sole income — up to $1,000 in one month, according to one of these vendors (Woods). Most vendors, however, use their profits to supplement other forms of income, often Social Security or disability benefits. This is the situation for vendor Rissa Haynes, who said her Social Security checks go entirely toward her apartment rent. Consequently, selling papers at the People’s Food Co-op provides her only expendable income: between $250 and $300 each month when she returned to *Groundcover* in May 2014 after a medical sabbatical. Peggy Donham similarly supplements a primary income — for her, pension and insurance — through her *Groundcover* sales. But for the retired Donham, who has depression, the $600 that she can make in a month is secondary to the connections she makes with customers and the sense of purpose she gets from her job. Joe Woods, meanwhile, represents a third situation as one of the few vendors who uses *Groundcover* sales as a sole form of income. The former door-to-door salesman said he is living with a cousin, and setting aside part of his paper sales for an apartment of his own (Appendix A).
As of May 2014, *Groundcover* had trained more than 200 vendors, and was consistently working with approximately 30 (Hoffman). Among these 30 or so were some of *Groundcover*’s earliest and most consistent vendors. The two vendors who wear numbers eight and nine on their badges, for example, earned commending catcalls at the vendor meeting in late May.

New vendors tend to come to *Groundcover* from homeless shelters such as the Delonis Center — a major Ann Arbor homeless shelter where staff initially recruited vendors before *Groundcover*’s first issue — as well as local churches or aid organizations such as the Salvation Army. But the most effective form of attracting new vendors, Hoffman said, is word-of-mouth recommendations. This can mean prospective vendors who consistently see *Groundcover* on the streets and recognize it as an option for themselves; it can also mean active vendors who encourage friends to attend a *Groundcover* training. This second option particularly benefits the vendors, who receive 10 free papers when their recruits complete orientation and subsequently purchase 50 papers from *Groundcover*. The first vendor receives another 10 papers when the recruit buys 100 papers from *Groundcover*. This incentivizing method encourages vendors to act as mentors for recruits, Hoffman said, which ultimately encourages vendor retention.

**Selling**

Before vendors can pick a street corner and start, they sit for an approximately hour-long training covering the ABCs of selling papers. Following this orientation session, vendors receive 10 free papers and an ID badge: a handwritten card with their name and ID number tucked in a plastic pouch and worn around the neck. After scheduling a more personalized follow-up training in approximately two weeks — typically enough time for a new vendor to sell about 50 papers — the new vendors can start selling as soon as they leave the office (Williams, Marquise).
Through a bulk permit through the city of Ann Arbor, *Groundcover* vendors are permitted to sell anywhere within city limits on a first-come, first-served basis. Areas heavy in pedestrian traffic are the best locations, so locations such as the Farmer’s Market, the Historic District and Main Street are particularly desirable. But *Groundcover* staff also emphasize the importance of consistency (Hoffman; Williams, Marquise). They recommend that new vendors find a corner and stick to it, so that potential customers can establish a relationship with the vendor. Woods, for example, regularly sells at the corner of Liberty and Main streets. Consequently, he said he’s gotten to know several men who frequently walk past him on their way to and from their nearby office. The men often stop to chat and purchase a paper. In Woods’ case, this is usually a $10 special edition paper that features content from street papers across the country. “They know about the $10 papers,” Woods said. “So when they see me, they have $10 for me.”

Vendors who demonstrate a serious commitment to one location by purchasing 800 papers to sell there in one month can reserve this location through a “corner card.” Worn in the same plastic pouch as a vendor ID, a corner card ensures that the card-holding vendor can sell in that particular location whenever he or she wants, asking another vendor to leave the area if necessary. When the card-holding vendor is not selling, the area is open for any vendor. Corner cards reserve locations through the end of the following month, and Hoffman said between five and ten vendors, including Donham, held them in May.

Areas where vendors are not permitted to sell are explained during orientation: on private property, including the sprawling University of Michigan campus; to captive audiences, including diners at any of Ann Arbor’s many outdoor cafes or passengers on public transportation; or to cars in Ann Arbor. Neighboring suburbs such as Ypsilanti, Pittsfield or
Dexter do not have regulations against sales to drivers (Hoffman). This becomes relevant as *Groundcover* attempts to spread into these suburbs, in part reflecting vendors’ and staff’s observation that Ann Arbor seems like it has “a vendor on every corner.” Hoffman said vendors can be particularly successful selling at the exit driveways of fast food restaurants in surrounding suburbs, because often drive-through customers have cash on-hand and the vendor is unlikely to be hassled for obstructing traffic.

A fairly new aspect of *Groundcover*’s street sales is the use of smartphone credit card-readers, which enable vendors to offer an alternative to passers-by who wave vendors away with the excuse of not carrying cash. Protect Cell offered the paper 10 smartphones and a $1,200 grant to cover the purchase of additional phones, which vendors in turn supplement with a monthly data plan (“Groundcover News vendors”). Four to five vendors regularly used card-readers by May, Hoffman said. At least one, Haynes, said during a vendor meeting that she’s had a positive experience with it and noted that credit card sales sometimes encourage buyers to make more than a $1 donation for each paper. Hoffman encouraged anyone with smartphones to “rent” a card-reader from the office for a day to try it out.

Finally, all vendors are expected to adhere to the *Groundcover News* Vendor Code of Conduct (Appendix E) when selling, which vendors discuss and sign during their initial orientation. This code of conduct includes restrictions such as:

1. Billing the paper as no more than $1
2. Selling current issues only
3. Displaying a vendor badge at all times
4. Separating oneself from other vendors by at least one block
5. Not selling while under the influence of drugs and alcohol

Vendors are additionally advised to dress neatly and cleanly, but staff said they don't regulate dress beyond this. They recognize that vendors coming from homeless shelters have limited clothing and pointed out that a vendor’s appearance doesn’t significantly affect sales. Hoffman said, for example, that a leather-covered and metal-studded vendor gets consistent sales.

Major violations of the code of conduct are infrequent, Beckett said. Unless a code of conduct violation is severe — pulling a knife on someone, for example — the protocol for dealing with any violation that comes to the attention of the Groundcover staff is as follows: First, remind the vendor of the rules; next, issue a verbal warning; finally, suspend the vendor for increasingly long periods of time. Beckett added that if a suspended vendor takes steps to improve the situation — taking an anger management class, for example — then the suspension can be shortened. But code of conduct violations rarely escalate to this point at Groundover, she continued. “We rarely get past the verbal warning,” she said. “But we frequently get to reminding them of the rules.”

**Relationship to the City**

*Groundcover* enjoys a fairly positive relationship with its host city, with no notable clashes with local law enforcement. Ann Arbor Mayor John Hieftje even showed support for the organization by joining a vendor on the streets for a February 2014 International Vendor Week activity (Hoffman).

The University of Michigan offers an additional benefit in Ann Arbor. For the first two years of *Groundcover’s* operations, Beckett said, the paper struggled to connect with the
university or tap its resources. Aside from volunteer Marquise Williams, who has been involved since he was a UM student at the paper’s launch, the paper had no relationship to the university. As *Groundcover* has become more established, however, a connection between the paper and the university has grown. *Groundcover* occasionally accepts UM social work majors as interns at the office, for example. Additionally, a student group dedicated to *Groundcover* launched at UM in fall 2014, and currently comprises 15 to 20 students who edit and write articles, staff the office and run social media, among other miscellaneous tasks (Beckett). Because the UM campus is considered private property, however, vendors are not permitted to sell on campus.

**Additional Services**

Because *Groundcover*’s target demographic for vendors is homeless or low-income people, the organization tends to dip its hand in social work-oriented areas in addition to its primary mission of providing a voice and income to vendors. But this can be a fine line to balance. “We have to make sure not to duplicate services,” Hoffman said.

Generally speaking, *Groundcover* offers additional resources on a referral basis. So if staff members know that a vendor needs assistance in a particular area — for example, finding low-income housing — they would refer that vendor to the appropriate local organization. Internally, vendor resources include a monthly professional development series. For this, vendors come to the *Groundcover* office for an evening workshop on the third Thursday of each month. Hoffman said that topics have included computer literacy, job hunting, advertisement sales and anger management. Hoffman said the last is sometimes the biggest barrier to consistent employment for vendors. *Groundcover* has hosted professional development workshops for
approximately two years, he said, noting that vendor enthusiasm tends to vary. “We incentivize them with free papers,” he said, so a few vendors always show up.

The Thursday workshops complement the social hours held on the first Thursday of every month, where vendors meet to review the new issue’s articles and discuss sales hooks. These social hours, for which attendance is also rewarded with 10 papers, reflect Groundcover’s use of papers as a primary incentive tool. Bus tokens, or a more expansive bus pass for vendors who sell 200 papers per month for two consecutive months, are also used as incentives for vendors to sell consistently (Hoffman).

**Why it Works**

In March 2014, Groundcover vendors topped 6,000 papers in monthly circulation; in April, 7,000; by late May, vendors were well on their way to the goal of 10,000 (Hoffman). These numbers had dipped back down to 5,000 or 6,000 by January, reflecting a pattern of decreased sales in the summers when the population of the college town drops, as well as further decreased sales in the winters when cold temperatures make for fewer sales (Beckett). Speaking of the peak sales in the spring, however, staff attributed Groundcover’s unprecedented circulation numbers in the approximately 117,000-person city to a variety of factors. The jump in part reflects concerted efforts for improvement, they speculated, and in part simple coincidence.

The first factor Hoffman suggested as influential is the introduction of collective sales goals for vendors. Illustrating this was a hand-drawn thermometer tacked on the office wall, which represented the May 2014 goal of 10,000 papers. Staff imperfectly colored toward the top of the thermometer as vendors purchased papers throughout the month. “It builds a healthy competition among vendors,” Hoffman said. And the sales goals, which began in March, are
further tied to monthly rewards. Vendors were invited to an upscale dinner for meeting one month’s goal, Hoffman said, and plans were in the works to take vendors to a Detroit Tigers baseball game as another monthly reward. On the Thursday that I visited, vendors were treated to free bowling for hitting their March sales goal. About a dozen took advantage of the offer.

The second factor Hoffman suggested as influential is an adjustment to the referral incentives that makes mentoring new vendors more appealing. The policy of offering free papers to vendors when their recruits hit a personal sales goal is relatively new, he said, and was proving effective at encouraging long-term relationships between new and experienced vendors. Essentially, he said, more experienced vendors have an incentive to mentor and assist new vendors. Beckett noted that this is particularly evident in the case of Woods, who Beckett said had made a concerted effort to recruit new vendors. Beckett similarly pointed to increases in recruitment among vendors as a reason for *Groundcover*’s successes.

The third factor Hoffman suggested is a change in the training procedure so that vendors now receive a breakdown of selling techniques rather than a vague instruction to simply sell the paper. For example, during orientation, vendors are told that a sales approach consists of three parts: the hook, in which the vendor gets a passer-by’s attention; the pitch, in which they explain what *Groundcover* is and how their purchase can help; and the close, in which the vendor directly asks if the passer-by would like to purchase a copy. In addition to these detailed instructions, the vendor also receives a list of suggested hooks and pitches to try with various customers such as UM students or large groups of people. Woods, for example, demonstrated these sort of hooks when he would ask passers-by if they would like to “help out the celebrity of the month,” referencing the cover story in which he was featured. Only if a curious passer-by
stopped would he follow up with a pitch, explaining what *Groundcover* does as a street paper, and ask if they would like to make a purchase.

Beckett added a fourth factor to *Groundcover*’s rising circulation: that the organization was enjoying greater awareness within Ann Arbor and surrounding suburbs after increased press coverage in the previous year or so. One example of this was the 2014 Vendor Appreciation Week. Community members were invited to pair with a vendor and hit the streets to sell in the Michigan winter. Local celebrity and UM basketball player Jordan Morgan, in particular, brought attention to *Groundcover* through his participation and enthusiastic use of Twitter to promote it.

Beyond these, factors that contributed to *Groundcover*’s success are largely coincidental. Warmer weather brings an increase in pedestrian traffic and thus potential customers, Hoffman pointed out. Several vendors who had been major sellers in the past decided to return in the spring, Beckett added. And as retention of new vendors increased, in some cases due to mentoring relationships, Beckett said that overly aggressive, problematic vendors had tapered off.

**Conclusion**

The story of *Groundcover News* shows how a single sales pitch in Seattle in 2009 ultimately led to financial support and social advocacy for more than 200 homeless and low-income vendors in a city across the country. This spreading and sharing of ideas is largely characteristic of the modern street paper movement, and explains why many street papers share similar elements and policies. *Groundcover*, in particular, stands out as a beneficial case study when considering a startup newspaper for Syracuse for the following reasons:
1. **It's a thriving paper.** For obvious reasons, it's beneficial to model a startup paper around a business plan that's successful.

2. **It's relatively young.** Its development since 2010 can easily be tracked and replicated without factoring in major societal or macroeconomic changes.

3. **It's based in a liberal, university-influenced city.** It's reasonable to think that a Syracuse paper would have a similar relationship to the city and namesake university.

4. **Ann Arbor is similar in size to Syracuse.** The U.S. Census Bureau puts Ann Arbor at approximately 117,000 people to Syracuse's 144,000 ("Ann Arbor"; "Syracuse").

It’s important to note that Syracuse and Ann Arbor differ in many significant ways as well, and that success for *Groundcover News* in Ann Arbor by no means implies success for a startup paper in Syracuse. The *Groundcover* case study should simply be one consideration when analyzing conditions for a potential paper in Syracuse.
Chapter 3
A Street Paper for Syracuse

People who work with the city’s poor and homeless populations say Syracuse has never hosted a street paper. Analyzing characteristics of the city, particularly through comparison to previously identified measures for success, can help determine whether Syracuse is well suited for a street paper. This analysis additionally helps identify what obstacles a startup street paper could expect.

Because a street paper essentially depends on a city’s poor and homeless population — for both the labor pool and the beneficiaries — this demographic is key when considering a startup street paper in Syracuse. In 2014, Syracuse was named the 23rd-poorest city in the U.S., and the Near Westside neighborhood continues to carry a nationwide reputation for poverty (Eisenstadt). This translates to an average 28.2 percent of Syracuse families living below the poverty line between 2009 and 2013, which is more than double New York’s 11.7 percent average. The unemployment rate in Syracuse is 7.1 percent, again more severe than New York’s average 5.9 percent rate. As a final metric, 28.7 percent of individuals in Syracuse receive SNAP benefits, formerly known as Food Stamps, compared to 14.5 percent of individuals in New York (U.S. Census Bureau, “American Community Survey”). Eligibility for SNAP benefits is determined by income proportional to household size. In this sense, statistics suggest there is a substantial potential vendor population in Syracuse.

To narrow this potential vendor population to the homeless, data from the Housing and Homeless Coalition of Syracuse and Onondaga County (HHC) is beneficial. Following guidelines from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, HHC conducts yearly
point-in-time surveys that record the number of people who are unsheltered or who are staying in emergency shelters on a given night in January. While these numbers effectively quantify Syracuse’s homeless population, HHC coordinator Melissa Marrone said they are not averages. The numbers fluctuate throughout the year, she said, and tend to increase in warmer months. According to HHC point-in-time surveys, emergency shelters in Syracuse hosted 490 individuals on a sample day in 2014; 463 individuals in 2013; and 390 individuals in 2012. In terms of unsheltered individuals, or those who live and sleep on the streets, Syracuse has very few — just seven counted in 2014 and six in 2013. Jim Taylor, a program director with Catholic Charities of Onondaga County, said this is because HHC is very efficient in identifying unsheltered individuals and rapidly finding them emergency shelter.

In several interviews with social services representatives, the relative lack of affordable housing came up as an issue related to poverty in Syracuse. Amanda Erwin, communications specialist at the Rescue Mission, particularly identified this as a factor that exacerbates poverty in the area. Housing often claims a major portion of an individual’s income, she said, leaving little money for other basic living expenses such as food. Taylor explained with an example:

> If someone is on public assistance, an individual might be getting $400. But they’re spending $400 on an efficiency apartment. That would be taking all their public assistance grant, and $400 hardly pays the utility bill in something the size of this room (his office). So if you’re going to find housing, it’s either going to be low quality or … really small.

The most recent census data states that 50.3 percent of Syracuse’s population spends 35 percent or more of its household income on gross rent ("American Community Survey"). This does not reflect a particularly expensive housing market in Syracuse, said Julie Gilbert, who helps low-income people find housing as the Samaritan Center’s resource and referral specialist. The median monthly rent payment in Syracuse is $708, and more than 6,000 people — approximately
18.4 percent of renters — pay less than $500 (U.S. Census Bureau; “American Community Survey”). The issue is that low-income Syracuse residents often depend on public assistance grants, which do not necessarily cover even this relatively low cost of living. For example, Supplemental Security Income (SSI), better known as disability benefits, constitutes a total monthly income of $808 in New York (Office of Temporary and Disability Assistance).

Further, Taylor said, Syracuse lost some of its low-income housing units within the past 10 years or so, which exacerbates the situation. Gilbert also said downtown development and gentrification in recent years has limited affordable housing. She added that in her experience, finding affordable housing for families in Syracuse is much easier than finding affordable housing for individuals. This is a problem for the Samaritan Center, for example, because most guests are single. “I think that’s a huge reason why they’re poor,” she said. “If you have an emergency or a loss of an income or something like that in a two-income household, the other person can help shoulder it and get through it. Without the security of two incomes, an illness is devastating.”

Statistics on poverty and the local housing market ultimately show that Syracuse has a sizable low-income population (Appendix G). This suggests that there are a good number of people in the city who could sell street papers, particularly to supplement a fixed income such as Social Security or SSI.

**Support of a Sponsoring Nonprofit Organization**

Because Syracuse has a strong social service presence, it is likely that a street paper could find some sort of institutional support in Syracuse. The city hosts 13 emergency shelters, said Marrone, the HHC coordinator, and the HHC counts approximately 40 member agencies. These
social service organizations work together closely and effectively, added Taylor, of Catholic Charities. This is demonstrated by the Homeless Management Information System (HMIS), he said, which is an online database that representatives from any agency can update with information about a particular person. The effect is that caseworkers can keep up-to-date on the needs of the people they work with, even when the individuals seek resources at multiple agencies. The HMIS also makes it relatively easy for caseworkers to find an individual on any given night. “It’s a small enough city that on any given night, the four or five hundred people we have that are homeless, we can tell where they are,” Taylor said. “People aren’t hard to track down.”

Even when someone does seem to disappear from the HMIS, said Gilbert, of the Samaritan Center, there is a strong likelihood they will end up eating a free meal at the Samaritan Center. In part, this is because the Samaritan Center offers a no-questions-asked policy that allows guests to eat without registering or signing in. This tends to appeal to the working poor, whom Gilbert said often feel guilty about accepting aid they assume is for those even poorer than themselves, as well as those who want to live “off the grid.” She explained:

If somebody, say, falls off the wagon and isn’t reporting back to where they’re staying, they’re probably still coming here because we don’t ask questions. Or if someone gets upset at a shelter and decides to go sleep outside, they’re probably still coming here.

She added that the Samaritan Center policy against formally recording names and Social Security numbers does not mean the interactions are anonymous. Samaritan Center workers and guests build connections during meals, so it is not uncommon for a worker to ask around if a guest has not visited for a while.

The number of social service organizations in Syracuse, as well as the coordination between them, suggests that a startup paper could take advantage of an existing network of
potential vendors. The coordination among social service agencies especially means that street paper organizers could contact vendors with relative ease. This is important when considering that low-income vendors often lack reliable access to communication channels such as cell phones or email; the ability to locate and interact with vendors face to face in turn becomes critical in establishing and maintaining a strong vendor base. Further, because Syracuse hosts multiple social service organizations, it is likely that at least one would be willing and able to connect with a startup street paper. This would allow the startup paper to focus on establishing itself as a credible and functional organization in its first year or so, rather than expend resources on maintaining a legal status or creating a board of directors. Working with an existing organization would also lend a startup paper name recognition, a 501(c)(3) legal status and resources such as initial capital, office space or basic supplies.

**A Positive Connection to the Host Community**

It seems likely that a Syracuse street paper would face some challenges in overcoming negative connotations of panhandling and homelessness. *The Cleveland Street Chronicle* and its relatively low circulation numbers demonstrate that a city hardened to panhandling proves a difficult market for street papers. Syracuse, with a similarly controversial history with panhandling, would likely face a similar and challenging path in overcoming these negative connotations.

Drawing on seven years’ experience and observation through her job at the Samaritan Center, Gilbert said she felt Syracuse is characterized by a very suburban mentality that in turn stigmatizes the poor and homeless. “I know people that are my age, in their 20s, and they say, ‘I don’t go downtown. That’s where you’re going to get shot,’” Gilbert said. “I think that people in
Syracuse have a lot of misunderstanding of the poor and a lot of fear.” This stereotyping is not unique to Syracuse, she said, nor does she feel it reflects an underlying cruelty. More so, she said, it reflects ignorance and inexperience regarding the poor and homeless. Gilbert, along with Taylor of Catholic Charities and Erwin of the Rescue Mission, wryly referenced the vitriolic reader comments that often appear below Syracuse.com articles about poverty and homelessness to exemplify the city’s unfavorable attitude.

Contributing to this mentality are repeated incidents that reflect poorly on the poor and homeless, which are picked up by local news outlets. The assault on a retired Syracuse Police Department officer by a homeless man on Oct. 5, 2014 stands out as one example (Almendarez). The officer was working as a private security guard for downtown businesses at the time. Another example that addresses panhandling specifically is the well-publicized complaint of a local business owner, who in late summer 2014 argued that the homeless encampment outside his Erie Boulevard building was affecting his business (Tobin, “Smith Restaurant Supply”). This complaint prompted Syracuse city officials to encourage the public not to give money to panhandlers, which to some extent hardens existing attitudes against panhandling in Syracuse.

Paul Driscoll, commissioner of the Department of Neighborhood and Business Development, is quoted in a Sept. 3 Syracuse.com article on the topic: “We all agreed that giving direct cash to folks was not helping individuals and making the overall problem worse” (Tobin, “homeless strategy”). Responding to the issue on behalf of the HHC, Marrone offered a more nuanced perspective in a Sept. 12 letter to the editor. “How concerned citizens engage with people who are panhandling is their choice, though the HHC believes there are more effective and efficient ways to donate to help these individuals,” she wrote. “Panhandling and homelessness are not one in the same.” Marrone said in an email that the County Department of Mental Health and the
City of Syracuse Department of Neighborhood and Business Development are continuing to address the issue through a joint effort aimed at dealing with the dozen or so “aggressive” panhandlers downtown. Rather than planning a broad campaign against all panhandling in Syracuse, Marrone wrote, their goal is to consider the issue on an individual level. She said part of this would involve researching what other communities have done to address similar situations.

Although this example demonstrates that public opinion in Syracuse tends to be antagonistic toward panhandling, no ordinance in the Syracuse Municipal Code prohibits it. Richard Schoff, commanding officer of the Syracuse Police Department’s Community Policing Division, explained that the only legal restrictions on panhandling come from related offenses. New York law prohibits individuals from standing in the roadway where sidewalks are provided, for example, and similarly prohibits individuals from standing in roadways or any part of a state highway to sell to an occupant of a vehicle (Sec. 27.1156; Sec. 27.1157). Schoff said panhandlers at highway off-ramps — where most panhandling in Syracuse takes place — or in the Erie Boulevard median can be ticketed for violating these laws. Another offense related to panhandling is harassment, Schoff said, but ticketing panhandlers for that is far less common. “It’s a high bar to reach,” he said. “I’ve never arrested anybody for it, but I’m sure it’s happened.”

While the public may associate vendors with panhandlers, particularly when unfamiliar with the concept of street papers, it is important to remember that vendors and panhandlers are not one and the same. Sam White, a permit specialist in Syracuse’s Central Permit Office, said a vendor would better be classified legally as a peddler, defined in the Revised General Ordinances of the City of Syracuse as such: “Peddler shall mean an individual who sells or offers for sale
any food, goods, wares, merchandise or services within the City of Syracuse. Peddler shall not include the sale or delivery of newspapers or periodicals” (Sec. 9-78). White said this means that vendors would be permitted to sell a street paper in Syracuse without a peddler license, which in turn would save a startup street paper significant expense. Peddler licenses run $75 per month; $50 per week; or $20 per day, according to city ordinances (Sec. 9-83).

Although vendors are not technically licensees through the city — and therefore not subject to the terms of a peddler license, according to White — adhering to these terms would be advisable in order to maintain a good relationship with city officials. These terms restrict business hours to 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. within the city of Syracuse, or 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. in residential neighborhoods (Sec. 9-87.1). They also prohibit peddlers from approaching any entryway that does not face a street; mandate that peddlers must depart a business or residence immediately when asked to do so; and forbid peddlers from using deceptive acts, physical abuse, threats, intimidation or harassment in the course of business (Sec. 9-87.2). Richard Turk, residence director at the Syracuse Downtown YMCA, suggested that street paper organizers should also communicate with the Downtown Committee of Syracuse as a way to further ensure that vendors stay on good terms with the city. The nonprofit Downtown Committee represents the interests of property owners and tenants in Syracuse’s central business district. “You kind of want their blessing,” Turk said. “If you’re going to be down there working, you want them to have an understanding of what (the street paper) is.” Connecting with the Downtown Committee could also help legitimize a startup paper, Turk continued, and make clear that it is not a scam or ploy.

Because selling a street paper is often perceived as panhandling, an existing negative attitude toward panhandling may be difficult to overcome. This suggests that establishing the paper as legitimate — both by distinguishing the paper from panhandling and by educating the
public on the nature of street papers in general — would be critical to a Syracuse street paper’s success. Close communication and cooperation with the Downtown Committee and local law enforcement officials would help toward this end. A well designed and informative website, as well as visible advertisement of the paper’s name on vendor gear, could also help. If it could be fit in a meager startup budget — perhaps possible given that a startup paper would not be spending money for peddler licenses — a publicity campaign educating the public on the nature of street papers might be most effective. Through whatever channels, legitimizing the street paper as a business in public perception would be critical.

A Host City with Areas High in Pedestrian Traffic

The greatest challenge to a street paper in Syracuse would likely be the lack of sufficient pedestrian traffic to constitute a consumer base. With an estimated 144,000-person population according to the 2013 census, Syracuse is small in comparison to major cities with successful street papers such as San Francisco, Washington, D.C. or Nashville. While size is not in itself a determining factor, several interviewees suggested that the limited foot traffic in Syracuse could be a problem. Erwin, of the Rescue Mission, said that although business areas like Hanover Square or Armory Square host a fair amount of foot traffic during lunch hours or after typical work hours, the population as a whole in Syracuse likely is not large enough to sustain a street paper. Taylor, of Catholic Charities, explained it this way: “Your foot traffic are the people who work in offices downtown, and you’d see the same person a couple times a day. So you wouldn’t be getting a new market.”

Taylor said the areas where panhandlers currently congregate have proven the most effective for catching passers-by’s attention, so a street paper might do well in these areas as
well. Since he feels most people buy street papers out of charitable intent rather than a real desire for the journalistic content, however, he said selling in these areas might not be any more effective than simply panhandling. “I don’t know if it’d be any more effective than flying a sign,” he said. Gilbert, of the Samaritan Center, suggested that outside a downtown coffee shop would be the ideal place to sell a street paper. This would require significant coordination with downtown businesses, she added, which might oppose vendors lingering near entryways.

In this sense, limited pedestrian traffic would pose a significant obstacle to a startup street paper. I believe this would necessitate a modest vendor base — perhaps 10 vendors at most — so not to overwhelm the market. Street papers in Toledo, Cleveland and New Orleans have supported similarly limited vendor pools, so this could reasonably work from a business perspective.

**An Enforced Code of Conduct for Vendors**

Given the negative connotations of panhandling in Syracuse, an enforced code of conduct would be especially important in establishing a street paper as a credible institution. Gilbert, of the Samaritan Center, suggested that a training program of some sort should vet potential vendors. “I think you’d just need to have a strong pilot program,” she said. A training program could weed out potentially aggressive vendors and identify particularly committed vendors, she reasoned, which in turn could ensure a more positive perception of the startup paper. And having a strong base of initial vendors would be especially important in establishing a startup paper in Syracuse, she continued, when the public will not naturally distinguish a vendor from a panhandler. While all street papers have vendor trainings of some sort, Gilbert’s suggestion of an aggressive vetting system would be unusual. Given that Syracuse’s population and light
pedestrian traffic could likely support only a few vendors, however, a more rigorous training and authorization process at a Syracuse paper seems reasonable. This could simultaneously limit the number of vendors in Syracuse and ensure that accepted vendors benefit and reflect well on the organization.

In addition to adhering to a code of conduct, I would advise vendors at a startup paper in Syracuse to wear some sort of identifying uniform item. Since the intention of this, too, would be to clearly distinguish vendors from panhandlers, this identifying item should be larger and more attention-grabbing than a simple ID badge. To keep costs modest, I would suggest a colorful hat or a mesh vest that could be worn over clothes in a wide range of seasons. This would be worn in addition to a personalized ID badge, which would ensure that only registered vendors sell the papers. All identifying items should clearly advertise the name of the publication as well.

Vendors would be key in establishing a startup paper as a legitimate and credible institution. By adhering to a code of conduct and by wearing easily identifiable gear, vendors could cast themselves as respectable entrepreneurs and separate themselves from panhandlers. The code of conduct and the consequences for breaking it could easily be adapted from an existing street newspaper, as is often the practice with startup papers.

**A High Quality Journalistic Publication**

Quality journalism seems like a reasonable expectation in Syracuse, and one that could help a startup street paper’s long-term chances at success. Given that customers often buy street papers out of charitable intent — meaning that in terms of motivation there is relatively little difference between giving money to a panhandler and giving money to a vendor — an independently desirable product could give vendors a needed advantage. “If the paper is seen as
charitable and educational, it could also get some legs under it because it’s informative,” said Turk, of the YMCA. “If it gives good information, then it’ll get around.”

Recruiting trained reporters for a Syracuse paper does not seem particularly difficult, given the presence of colleges such as Syracuse University. The S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communications, in particular, could provide a base of interested writers and volunteers, similar to the way that students at the University of Michigan organized as volunteers for Groundcover News or the way that University of Wisconsin-Madison students support that city’s Street Pulse. Certainly an editor would need to be hired to coordinate content for a startup street paper, but finding writers to produce content does not seem problematic.

In terms of content, Turk, of the YMCA, suggested that a street paper could be especially valuable by publishing information about resources available to the poor and homeless in Syracuse. Often he works with residents at the YMCA who don’t know where to go when “down on their luck,” he said, and their families and friends are often similarly ignorant. A street paper, he said, could help to educate readers on what resources are available. I would advise an editorial staff to incorporate this idea into journalistic articles. For example, an article detailing the long waiting list for Section 8 housing vouchers in Syracuse would educate readers on affordable housing, or a profile of a key figure in a social service organization would likewise educate a reader on resources at his or her organization. While these issues are covered in local mainstream media to some extent, a street paper could provide a unique opportunity to expand and emphasize such coverage.

An emphasis on journalistic content should not overwhelm the importance of vendors’ voices and perspectives. I would advise editors to balance journalistic content with columns, articles, poetry and artwork submitted by vendors, which could provide an alternative
perspective on issues related to poverty and homelessness. “I think it would also be a really good opportunity … to shift people’s perceptions,” said Gilbert, of the Samaritan Center. As an example, she described a conversation at the Samaritan Center in which chatter among guests had ranged from the recent professional football game to Islamic State terrorists attacks. She said the Syracuse public doesn’t necessarily realize that such intense and intelligent conversations can and do happen among the poor and homeless. “A paper could be a means to bridge that gap,” she continued.

In this sense, I believe a fairly equal balance of journalistic content and vendor-submitted pieces would be most reasonable and effective for a startup paper in Syracuse. This content should further be packaged in a visually appealing and well-designed newsprint format, because this could help to attract positive attention from passers-by. In Syracuse, where vendors will likely already be struggling to catch the attention of a limited pedestrian population, this would be especially important.

Conclusion

A startup paper in Syracuse seems to face two major challenges beyond those that any cash-strapped startup paper would face: an antagonistic attitude toward panhandling and limited pedestrian traffic. Given enough time to establish itself, a street paper could reasonably address antagonism toward panhandling through a public awareness campaign and identifying gear. The relative lack of pedestrian traffic, in turn, stands out as the biggest issue for a startup paper in Syracuse.

Adapting to this by limiting the number of authorized vendors is advisable under the circumstances, but this would notably limit the scope of success for a Syracuse street paper. For
example, the amount of work hours spent producing a paper would not lessen because only six vendors are selling it. Similarly, a low circulation would likely mean higher printing costs per issue — *Groundcover News* demonstrates that bulk printing orders are actually a greater value. In this sense, a small-scale paper could prove effective on one level but relatively inefficient on another.

Another consideration in a small market is the sales period. It seems that a monthly publication schedule would be reasonable for a startup paper with a limited budget. However, vendors would likely be making far fewer sales by the end of the month in this case, having quickly saturated the relatively small customer market. A shorter selling period — perhaps weekly or biweekly issues — would work better in a small market because a more frequent product would enable vendors to cycle through the buying population more often. Biweekly circulation is a recommendable long-term goal for a startup Syracuse street paper, but I do not believe it would be reasonable with limited human and financial resources in the paper’s first year or so.

Taken as a whole, this suggests that a Syracuse street paper is not inherently poised for success. While existing papers with similarly low vendor bases and city populations demonstrate that this obstacle is not insurmountable, it should certainly be a key consideration when planning a startup paper’s budget and editorial schedule. Editors and organizers would have to keep this and other challenges, such as an antagonistic attitude toward panhandling, in mind in all decisions — and particularly so in the first months of operation when the street paper is still developing recognition in the community. In this case, I think a street paper could eventually thrive in Syracuse.
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Appendix A
Vendor Profiles

A supplemental income:
Rissa Haynes

When it comes to Social Security, Rissa Haynes steps onto her soapbox.

“Social Security, you know, it doesn’t really provide anything but rent,” she said. Food, medication, toiletries — everything that the Michigan native needs on a day-to-day basis — is left up to her.

Of course, she’s quick to point out that government dependency is not her ideal situation. She’d much prefer to earn her own way, she said. That’s why she earned a technical management degree from DeVry University in 2007 and is currently working on a master’s degree in technical education and business administration. But when her studies didn’t translate into a job — especially frustrating, she added, since she had returned to school as a non-traditional student — her financial options became limited.

Enter Groundcover News.
Haynes became the street paper’s eighth vendor in 2010, putting her among the original vendors who sold the inaugural issue on Ann Arbor’s streets. She’s been a relatively constant presence both in the organization’s office and the city’s streets ever since. For the business-oriented Haynes, who said she’d always wanted to go into business for herself, *Groundcover* offers both a supplemental income and a legitimate entrepreneurial opportunity.

When publisher Susan Beckett and her early staff first pitched the job at Ann Arbor’s Delonis Center, the homeless shelter where Haynes was eating that afternoon, she said she jumped on the offer to buy papers for $.25 and resell them for $1.

“I just thought, ‘You can’t beat this with a stick,’” Haynes said. “That’s a profit margin. ... I jumped right on it.”

That profit margin was putting about $260 in her pocket each month as of May 2014, she said, when she estimated that she was selling about 350 copies of each monthly issue. And that’s significantly less than the 800 papers she used to sell each month in front of the People’s Food Co-op before a health-related sabbatical, from which she was just returning in May. Those sales numbers had put $600 in her pocket each month, even before factoring in customers who tack additional donations onto the $1 cover price.

These high sales translated into a “corner card” before her sabbatical, which gave her priority over any vendor who might want to sell in front of the Co-op. That in turn paved the way for some of the repeat customers that she now counts among her friends.

“I get customers when I’m on the corner who just hug me,” she said. “We have such philanthropic-minded residents here and I’m blown away by their generosity, their consideration.”

For Haynes, with her business mindset, one major benefit of *Groundcover* is its legitimacy. Each vendor card is stamped by the city and the state, she emphasized, differentiating vendors from the panhandler she faced off with when she first staked a spot in front of the Co-op, for example.

“That was his territory and I really invaded his property,” she remembered. “But it wasn’t really his property because he didn’t have a badge and I did.

“We are a legitimate business,” she said.
A sense of community:  
Peggy Donham

It sounds silly to call *Groundcover News* a family, admits Peggy Donham. But that’s the quality that keeps the two-year vendor standing on Ann Arbor’s street corners between 7 and 9 a.m. each morning.

Donham started selling *Groundcover* in 2012 at the suggestion of a friend who was already working as a vendor. As the street paper’s 98th of more than 200 trained vendors, she had distinguished herself as one of *Groundcover*’s most consistent vendors by May 2014. But more importantly, she said, she had found a family both inside and outside of the social justice-oriented organization.

A self-described morning person, Donham prefers to wake up early to sell papers on the sidewalk that her “corner card” reserves for her any time she feels like selling: in front of the People’s Food Co-op. Her selling style is fairly passive — she’s not one to shout her sales pitches to every passer-by — but she’s developed a community of repeat customers regardless, she said.

The Co-op tends to attract a clientele that’s particularly supportive of the paper, she noted. And the $1-off coupon that the Co-op has been printing in the $1 paper since its early days certainly helps, she added. Customers who buy the paper for $1 can recoup it all when they shop.

But for Donham, who is comfortably sheltered in an affordable housing unit and financially stable through medical retirement payments and pension, sales numbers and strategies aren’t critically important. Her *Groundcover* profits are helpful for letting her relax about finances and
pay off minor debts, she said. By selling all 800 papers that keep her corner card up-to-date in a
month, she can put a not-insignificant $600 in her pocket monthly. But the money is secondary
to the person-to-person connections she makes on the job.

“When I wake up in the morning, I look forward to that,” Donham, who was diagnosed with
depression in 1988, said of her customer interactions. “That helps me so much. That’s worth
more than anything I make in a day.”

She has friends in both the Co-op’s clientele and management, she said. And at St. Mary Student
Parish, where she’s also been selling papers for about two years, she said she similarly is
surrounded by familiar faces.

“I feel so welcomed, like I’m part of that family,” she said.

Community is what draws Donham to *Groundcover* as an organization as well. There, she said,
she attends organized social hours at least once a month to catch up with other vendors, many of
whom she counts among her friends. And there, she said she often heard former operations
manager Greg Hoffman asking about vendors he hasn’t seen around lately or publisher Susan
Beckett talking about visiting a vendor who had landed in jail.

“Wherever you’re at in your life, she keeps that connection,” Donham said of Beckett. “I like
that a lot.”
Joe Woods took to selling *Groundcover News* like a natural.

“I have a sales background,” Woods explained in between enthusiastic pitches to Main Street’s pedestrian traffic. “I did door-to-door sales, from the age of 18 to 25.”

Where Woods sold papers on a bright May morning was just next to the corner where he first learned about *Groundcover* in 2012. He had recently returned to Michigan to take care of his mother after a car accident, he explained, and he’d been out on Main Street looking for work. That’s when another vendor piqued his curiosity and, after a conversation, encouraged him to go to a *Groundcover* orientation.

Two years later, Woods is a sales leader at *Groundcover*, where he’s one of just a few who rely on *Groundcover* profits as a sole form of income. The organization staff touts him as a leader among vendors, citing his regular attendance at social hours and naming him as a model for new vendor mentorship.

But Woods laughs when you point out his leadership qualities to him.

“Me, I’m just a vendor,” he said. “If I can help somebody, I’ll help somebody. But I just consider myself a vendor.”
With *Groundcover* as his full-time employment, Woods said he’s usually out and about during the week between about 11 a.m. and 4 p.m. He likes selling at the intersection of Liberty and Main streets as well as at the Michigan Theater, he said. But he finds walking around the most effective — he prefers the “element of surprise,” he said.

This works particularly well for Woods given his decision to focus on “special issue” papers rather than the monthly issues that most *Groundcover* vendors sell. These papers, published every sixth month and featuring content from street papers across the U.S., are sold for $10 rather than $1. For Woods, that means a greater profit for each sale.

And once customers get over the initial shock of doling out $10 for a newspaper, he said, his sales are pretty good. He almost sold 100 papers in each of the last few months, he said, putting his monthly profits at close to $1,000.

Some of this profit is earmarked for an apartment of his own, said Woods, who currently saves himself monthly rent payments by staying with a cousin. He’s slowly saving for an apartment that he can afford — and that he likes, he emphasized, naming one of Ann Arbor’s less desirable suburbs with a laugh.

“I don’t want to live in Ypsi,” he said.
A creative outlet:
Sasha Williams

Williams, who sells for Washington, D.C.’s Street Sense, was not interviewed as part of the Groundcover News case study.

Almost as soon as Sasha Williams finished her vendor orientation at Washington, D.C.’s Street Sense, she was back in the office for a writing workshop. And she was excited, she said — she hadn’t had any real opportunity to express herself since she quit publishing poems online around 2004.

“Ten years later, I’m getting back to what I should have been doing,” said Williams, still a relatively new vendor in July 2014. “I’m excited for that opportunity.”

Williams, a working mother of an 8-year-old daughter, said she had actually been looking for a writing workshop when she ran into a Street Sense vendor and started chatting. Although Williams had known about the paper since 2012, this conversation ultimately convinced her to sit for an orientation. It’s a move she credited with bringing both a supplementary income and a writing outlet into her life.

Weeks after her initial orientation, Williams had introduced Street Sense into her already packed daily routine. She usually sells papers for an hour or so in the morning four days of the week, she explained, before hopping on the metro to drop her daughter with an aunt. Then Williams heads to her primary job in direct sales. Her schedule, which she checks every morning, is conveniently flexible — so long as she visits all the businesses she’s assigned, she can make her sales at her own time. When she wraps this up, she returns to pick up her daughter in the evening again.

Selling each paper at a $1.50 profit margin — buying for $.50 and reselling for $2 — she estimated that she can make between $60 and $65 in a morning through Street Sense.

And while extra income certainly helps the young mother, what really excites her about Street Sense is the opportunity for creative expression. Taking a break from the poem she was working on at an afternoon writing workshop at the Street Sense office, she said she was excited to see her work published in an upcoming edition. And she likes getting feedback on her poems during the loosely organized workshops, she added.

“I want to keep voicing everything that’s on my mind,” Williams said.

“Sometimes you just are meant to be a certain place at a certain time,” she continued. “I’m in the right place at the right time.”

Photo courtesy of streetsense.org.
Appendix B

Groundcover News video

Link: https://youtu.be/iN9UXu39Ceo
Appendix C

Street paper comparison chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PUBLICATION NAME</th>
<th>CITY</th>
<th>YEAR FOUNDED</th>
<th>BUSINESS MODEL</th>
<th>CIRCULATION*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Toledo Streets</td>
<td>Toledo, OH</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>non-profit; independent</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street Sense</td>
<td>Washington, D.C.</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>non-profit; independent</td>
<td>6,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street Sheet</td>
<td>San Francisco, CA</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>non-profit; under umbrella of separate organization</td>
<td>8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Contributor</td>
<td>Nashville, TN</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>non-profit; independent</td>
<td>11,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street Chronicle</td>
<td>Cleveland, OH</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>non-profit; under umbrella of separate organization</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Change</td>
<td>Seattle, WA</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>non-profit; independent</td>
<td>11,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spare Change News</td>
<td>Boston, MA</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>non-profit; under umbrella of separate organization</td>
<td>3,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groundcover News</td>
<td>Ann Arbor, MI</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>non-profit; independent</td>
<td>1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StreetWise</td>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>non-profit; independent</td>
<td>4,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Exchange***</td>
<td>New Orleans, LA</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>non-profit; independent</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Estimates reflect weekly circulation in February/March 2015

**Estimated ratio of vendor-produced content to traditional journalistic content in each issue

***The Exchange is not currently active; numbers reflect the paper at launch during winter 2013.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREQUENCY</th>
<th>PRICE TO BUYER</th>
<th>PRICE TO VENDOR</th>
<th>WRITER BASE (VENDOR/JOURNALISTS)**</th>
<th>NUMBER OF ACTIVE VENDORS</th>
<th>ADVERTISING</th>
<th>ONLINE CONTENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>monthly</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bi-weekly</td>
<td>$2</td>
<td>$0.50</td>
<td>50/50</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>minimal</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bi-weekly</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>15/85</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weekly</td>
<td>$2</td>
<td>$0.75</td>
<td>75/25</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>minimal</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quarterly</td>
<td>$1.25</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
<td>60/40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>minimal</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weekly</td>
<td>$2</td>
<td>$0.60</td>
<td>0/100</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>minimal</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bi-weekly</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>$0.35</td>
<td>25/75</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>minimal</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monthly</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>$0.03</td>
<td>25/75</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weekly</td>
<td>$2</td>
<td>$0.90</td>
<td>50/50</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>minimal</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quarterly</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>$0.25</td>
<td>25/75</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor Distribution Method</td>
<td>Content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First come, first serve</td>
<td>Themed issues; address homelessness and economic inequality indirectly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First come, first serve</td>
<td>1/2 news and feature on poverty and homelessness; 1/2 creative contributions from vendors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First come, first serve</td>
<td>Traditional journalism focused on poverty; also literary journalism, artwork and poetry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First come, first serve; priority for &quot;map badge&quot; vendors</td>
<td>1/2 news and feature on poverty and homelessness; 1/2 creative contributions from vendors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First come, first serve; priority for vendors who produce content</td>
<td>Traditional journalism focused on poverty; also testimonial/editorial content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First come, first serve; priority for top-selling vendors</td>
<td>Traditional journalism, focus on economic issues</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assign primary and secondary location</td>
<td>&quot;Social justice journal&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First come, first serve; priority for top-selling vendors</td>
<td>Mix of traditional journalism and light-hearted content such as puzzles, games, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assign location at orientation</td>
<td>Content reflects vendors' concerns, as identified through vendor meetings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First come, first serve</td>
<td>Each issue has a theme; mix of traditional journalism and creative content</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix D

Sample code of conduct

Code of Conduct

1) Vendors must be sober while they represent Real Change to the public. Drug or alcohol use while selling the paper is not allowed. If you appear intoxicated or smell of alcohol, we will not sell you papers.

2) Please be respectful of others while selling Real change and while you are in the office. Abusive language or threatening behavior of any form is not acceptable. You represent Real Change, and reflect upon all of us while you sell the paper.

3) Vendors must wear their Real Change Badge in a clearly visible manner while they sell the paper.

4) The Real Change Badge, and the papers you buy, cannot be loaned or given to another vendor.

5) Do not fight with other vendors or panhandlers over turf. Either agree to share space, or find somewhere else to go.

Violation of this Code of Conduct, or of the rules described in the Orientation may result in suspension or termination. Repeated suspensions will result in permanent termination of all rights to sell Real Change or be involved as a member.

I understand that I am responsible for my own tax liability. Suspensions and terminations by staff may be appealed to the Vendor Representatives, but are in effect until overturned.

I have read and fully understand the above Vendor Code of Conduct, and agree to remain within these guidelines while I sell Real Change papers.

Name ___________________________ Date __________________

Signature _____________________________

Referring vendor # ________

Staff use only:
Vendor ID #: _________________
Vendor Rep: ____________________

Appendix E

Groundcover News code of conduct

Groundcover News Vendor Code of Conduct

1) Groundcover will be distributed for a voluntary donation of $1.00. I agree not to ask for more than a dollar or solicit donations by any other means. Special Edition Papers are sold for $10.

2) I will only sell current issues of Groundcover.

3) I agree not to sell additional goods or products when selling the paper or to panhandle while selling, including panhandling with only one paper.

4) I will wear and display my badge when selling papers.

5) I will only purchase the paper from Groundcover Staff and will not sell to or buy papers from other Groundcover vendors, especially vendors who have been suspended or terminated.

6) I agree to treat all customers, staff, other vendors, respectfully. I will not “hard sell,” threaten, harass or pressure customers, staff, and other vendors verbally or physically.

7) I will not sell Groundcover under the influence of drugs or alcohol. Office staff will not sell me papers if I appear under the influence, or smell of drugs or alcohol. I will not attend Groundcover meetings while under the influence of drugs or alcohol.

8) I understand that I am not a legal employee of Groundcover but a contracted worker responsible for my own well-being and income.

9) I understand that my badge is property of Groundcover and will not deface it. I will present my badge when purchasing the papers.

10) I agree to stay off private property when selling Groundcover.

11) I understand to refrain from selling on public buses, federal property or stores unless there is permission from the owner.

12) I agree to stay at least one block away from another vendor. I will also abide by the Vendor corner policy.

13) I understand that Groundcover strives to be a paper that covers topics of homelessness and poverty while providing sources of income for the homeless. I will try to help in this effort and spread the word.
Appendix F

**Groundcover News budget infographic**

*Link: [https://infogr.am/budget_breakdown](https://infogr.am/budget_breakdown)*

---

**BUDGET BREAKDOWN**

*Groundcover News: Funding*

Groundcover News relies fairly heavily on advertising as a form of funding, which is somewhat unusual among street papers. The budget for Seattle’s Real Change is presented as a comparison.
Paper sales

- $0.25
  Amount vendors pay to Groundcover News for each issue.

- $1
  Amount vendors charge for each issue of Groundcover News.

Advertising

- 14
  Number of advertisements in the May 2014 issue of Groundcover News

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Black and White</th>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Approx. Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business card</td>
<td>$49.95</td>
<td>$65.95</td>
<td>2 X 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>$89.95</td>
<td>$129.95</td>
<td>2.5 X 6.5 or 5 X 3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>$129.95</td>
<td>$165.95</td>
<td>4.5 X 5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>$159.95</td>
<td>$215.95</td>
<td>5 X 6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Page</td>
<td>$299.95</td>
<td>$399.95</td>
<td>5 X 14 or 10 X 6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$669.95</td>
<td>10 X 14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Groundcover News: Expenses

Groundcover News has two major expenses: printing and employees.

Employees

$650

Amount paid to each of three employees each month.

Printing

All data from Groundcover News, Real Change.
Appendix G

Poverty in Syracuse infographic

Link: https://infogr.am/poverty-in-syracuse
Unemployment in Syracuse

- Syracuse: 7.1%
- New York

Homelessness in Syracuse

- 490: Number of individuals in emergency shelters on one day in 2014.
- 7: Number of unsheltered individuals in emergency shelters on one day in 2014.

All data from the 2009-2013 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.
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May 2014 issue of Groundcover News
Bonds beyond family

by Susan Beckett

The lady among us have experienced the deep love of at least one parent. Whatever our parenting experience was, we are sure to reflect on it during May and June as advertisements abound with come-one for perfect presents for Mother’s and Father’s Day. Watching people pursuing the selection of mother’s and Father’s Day cards can be difficult for those whose parents can no longer receive or appreciate our expressions of love for them, and for those who were never fortunate enough to have living parental relationships.

As we deal with loss and heal, we learn to find love around us. We form families with our friends and reach out to others who touch our hearts.

GROUNDCOVER MISSION:

Creating opportunity and a voice for low-income people while taking action to end homelessness and poverty.
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contact@groundcovernews.com
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AATA expansion good for everyone

by Susan Beckett

Young professionals in high-demand fields evaluate their potential new communities as they decide which employment opportunity they will select. Business leaders where they can find talent. Unlike most of Michigan, Ann Arbor makes a good showing on both counts, due in large part to the walkability of the city, its vibrancy, and the availability of public transportation.

However, when compared to cities like Chicago, Austin, Boulder, Seattle and most of the east coast, it becomes obvious that not owning a car here means greater limits housing, shopping, recreation and entertainment options than it does in other high-tech areas.

If the Ann Arbor area is to continue attracting and retaining high-growth businesses, it needs to continue investing in full-service public transportation in the region.

Doing so will allow more people to work, rest, ride, and eat and party knowing they can get home safely, live in places they can afford, and have choices about where they shop. Roads and parking lots will be less congested. It will stimulate growth at all levels of the economic ladder and enhance our quality of life.

For our business, expanded bus service would enable Groundcover transactions to take place in more areas beyond downtown Port Huron and Ann Arbor, and be available more on weekends, mornings and evenings. Customer convenience and our capacity for business both increase.

The current plan may not be perfect, and perhaps the AATA could work with management costs, but as Michiganians, we must be the stewards of the good. The aspiration to link nearby cities by rail has been put off for 30 years awaiting the perfect plan. But routes and schedules can be adjusted as needed. There is a need now for service to move places throughout the evening and on weekends.

For more information on the May 6 ballot measure, visit our website: www.groundcovernews.org

SHELTER NEEDED IN EVERY SEASON

Elizabeth S. Kurtz, also “Elizabeth"

Groundcover Vendor 1138

The decision to extend the Warmth Center has been applauded by many, though I have often heard comments such as, “At least it’s not cold in the spring.” What many fail to realize is that warmth is only one factor.

Any camping trip will let you know that insects are not kind to people living outdoors. Last year, I struggled along with many of my friends to find relief from the liceans and tiny bugs brought on by insect bites, particularly those from the swarms of nocturnal mosquitoes who welcome human skin as one of their choice of sustenance. And then there are the ants who like to find their way into our campgrounds, and from what I’ve heard, they invite their friends and are not willing to leave when asked.

Even when the weather is warm, the risks to human life are enormous when living outdoors. The ever-present threat of an assault is always foremost on one’s mind when sleeping outdoors. Any individual, but especially women, has an increased risk of being the victim of assault.

The weather, of course, brings its own set of problems. Rainy nights bring soaked tents and drenched clothing. The sun, though enjoyed by sunbathers, can be a source of peril for those who cannot escape the high temperatures that accompany it. Windy nights and tornado warnings strike fear in the souls of people living outside.

Bathrooms use is a constant struggle. From wearing adult diapers to carrying urinals, there are no easy answers.

The Warmth Center allows people to be indoors during one fraction of the year. The remaining months can take an exacting toll and should always be considered when dealing with human life.

Patients dumped?

Dear Editor,

Reports are currently surfacing that indigent patients from other areas are now being dumped into our community. While this may not be technically illegal, having these marginalized people to be dealt with by our own local support agencies is clearly unethical. This type of abuse by far away institutions should be ended as soon as possible.

Paul Lambert

Kilwin’s Chocolate Devore

Candy by the pound
Buy any size of fudge and get one free

(734) 769-7759
Open Monday - Friday 11:00am - 7:00pm
Saturday 10:00am - 6:00pm
Sunday 12:00pm - 5:00pm

117 E Huron St
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
(734) 663-1660
www.kilwinsannarbor.com

207 East Liberty Street
Ann Arbor, MI 48104
(734) 769-7759
www.kilwinsannarbor.com
Looking Within

Found Voice

by Roc'k M. Martha Brandel
Groundcover Contributor

She was different from the other teachers we had in earlier grades. For starters, she hadn't been at the school forever. That school year—when I was in the sixth grade, and President Kennedy was shot, and the Beatles came to the Ed Sullivan Show—was her first year at Herman Avenue School. She was considerably younger than the other teachers there and she was Roman Catholic. I don't remember a teacher's religion ever being a topic of conversation before that year, but I did know that Mrs. D was Catholic. That identification was a bigger issue in 1965-64.

She had taught at a tough urban school across the street before coming to us. I had to get used to her classroom manner. Her eyes seemed harsh and critical at first. She did what she knew well, but we were a very different group of children, on the right side of town, in a much smaller community, well past its prime and glory days.

We were getting ready for Father's Day, an annual evening open house for fathers who worked during the day. The name assumed that all mothers were fine to drop into school while it was in session. It turns out that my parents, who both taught, were in the reverse situation. My mother, a high school history teacher, was unavailable throughout the school day. My father, a college professor, had lots of flexibility in the hours he could show up at school. I might have been the only kid in the class whose mother was an attendee at Father's Night.

There was always a flurry of activity in preparation for the open house. This particular year, Miss Becker, our unpleasant art teacher, gave us large sheets of pink paper. Our assignment was to draw an imaginary animal. The criteria I created was a white with short legs and big wings. After our colorful creations were done, they were pinned up on the bulletin board where all our fathers would see them. Then Miss Becker went up to the bulletin board with her large black crayon, like the ones busschers used to mark packets of meat, and she proceeded to correct our drawings. I have never forgotten the violation I felt as she "improved on" the products of our imagination.

Although I was well-behaved and an average student at school, I wasn't able to make it up to the bulletin board, ripped my pink paper off the wall (since it was no longer my drawing), crumpled it up, and threw it in the waste basket. I didn't have what it took to deal with this. I was not a customary behavior for me. And so I ran out of the room, down the hall and found sanctuary in the girl's bathroom.

Our classroom teachers always had a break showing art class. When Mrs. D returned to the classroom, she set out to find me. She discovered me still in the girl's bathroom. She looked at me with a smug, "What Miss Becker did was wrong. You had every right to throw that drawing away."

In that moment 50 years ago, I learned the importance of sounding your own voice, of giving expression to what you see and want to share. That finding and sounding of voice has remained with me throughout my life personally and professionally. Much of what I say and write, and how I lead, reflects over and over the critical nature of claiming and protecting what we authentically know.

Groundcover News is many things for me. One of the most important is that it is a safe and open space for many voices to be heard and to be offered widely. I am glad for each and every one of those voices.

Last I checked via internet, my sixth-grade teacher, Mrs. D., was still alive in the town where I grew up in Upstate New York. It's time I thanked her for that precious gift offered to me in the bathroom of an elementary school so long ago. As this column is entitled to Ann Arthur, another one is its way to her. Thanking her, I also thank you—the various voices, determined and bountiful, familiar and strange, serious and funny, occasional and often heard, that spark in and beyond the Groundcover News community.

Sundays to Savor

Water Hill Music Festival, May 4, 2-6 p.m. Programs at the 600 block of Miner St. and online at waterhill.org

The Corner Health Center: a place where people really care

by Sue Budin
Groundcover Contributor

One morning, a teenager came to the Corner Health Center with an upper respiratory infection. It turned out that she was having an asthma attack. A nurse gave her two breathing treatments and, when it was discovered that she hadn't eaten in several days, gave her some food. The girl had no insurance or money for medication. The Corner took the case and helped her sign up for insurance. She left with another appointment scheduled and a bag of groceries from their food pantry. This is typical of the compassionate care the Corner gives its patients.

The Corner Health Center is currently housed in a renovated historic building on Harper Street in Ypsilanti. It began in 1960 as the Ypsilanti Youth Health Center because of the recognition of higher teen pregnancy rates in eastern Washtenaw County. Their mission was to provide care not only to those without insurance, but also to those with comprehensive health care plans. Once the public schools decided not to offer birth control services, the Corner Health Center moved to that so they could continue to offer those services. Their new center opened in 1987 and they have been expanding it ever since.

Walking into the warm, welcoming building, I looked at the examination rooms and offices with Monica Schneiders, health educator, and met some of the other staff. I was impressed by their commitment to making the center as welcoming as possible.

The Corner serves youth age 12-21. There are no income limits, either high or low. They charge a sliding scale but turn no one away. Clinics are held to pay 10% of the cost of the visit. In the situation described above, they would have some visit for insurance, often Medicaid, especially since new legislation in Michigan allows more people to qualify. The Corner pays 50% of the cost for a visit because even after Medicaid coverage, there is still a gap in cost. The Corner serves youth outside Washtenaw County, eligible for their services.

Of course, this coverage and many of their other services require outside funding sources. Funders include, among many others, United Way, The Washtenaw County Public Health Department, The Ann Arbor Community Foundation, private donors, and fundraising events.

The Corner's services include general and reproductive health care, pediatric health care for clients' children (including immunizations), mental health services, support groups for parents, classes on childbirth preparation, breastfeeding, safe sleep and parenting, fitness and nutrition groups, and referrals to other agencies. They believe in using an "Integrated Care" model in which all health providers of the patient take advantage of the donated prenatal and infant care items, household supplies and clothing at the Corner Store. They serve thousands of patients every year. A plan that looks at the whole person.

It is often discovered that what may appear on the surface as a purely physical problem may have emotional components as well. Patients may also struggle because of limited income, homelessness and abuse. Staff is very mindful of the stigma attached to mental health issues. So in the context of this experience, the adult can be treated with sensitivity and awareness once the problem is discovered and the patient is assured that all medical records are confidential.

Community Support and Treatment Services provide one-on-one and even when there is no one interested in this community. Through partnerships with the University of Michigan's graduate medical education program, a psychiatrist comes one day each week to see clients. All of this care is given in the same building, making the care for clients with transportation challenges. Medical staff from St. Joe's also provides mental health services.

The Corner also houses an office of the Maternal and Infant Health Program, a Medicaid-funded program that provides training, social work and nutritional counseling to pregnant women and parents. Yes, again, an on-site program, eliminating the need to travel to other agencies. The Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants and Children (WIC) - another Medicaid-funded program that provides nutritional counseling and food - sends a representative to the Corner every Tuesday. Patients can take advantage of the donated prenatal and infant care items, household supplies and clothing at the Corner Store. There are also in the works to invite these young people to be on the Corner's board. Staff firmly believes that youth voices need to be heard in determining ongoing and future services and policies.

Staff at the Corner know the importance of making strong ties with the community. Last September, more than 600 community members came out for "Rock the Block," organized by their Youth Leadership Council and agency-serving youth in Ypsilanti. There were performances, food, activities and information. They will be doing again this year and everyone is invited.

At a recent meeting of national health care experts, The Corner was cited as an "outstanding" adolescent health care center, a model that sets the standard for other clinics in the delivery of services to this age group. We are very fortunate to have them so close.

For more information on the Corner Health Center, check out their website: www.cornerhealth.org
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Save money with supportive housing

by Reagan Irner
Groundcover Contributor

It turns out that the simple, obvious solution to homelessness — simply providing housing at any cost — is also the most effective and cost-efficient one. It costs more to keep a homeles
less person on the streets, where they often frequent emergency rooms and jails, than it does simply to give them affordable housing, according to a study conducted by Philip Mangano — homeles
ness expert and policy co-author George W. Bush — and a study conducted by the state of Utah. Programs around the country have been effective at getting people off the streets and out of EMTs and state-run or free housing.

However, housing alone often leaves several problems unaddressed. Many unhoused people have a substance abuse problem, drug addiction, or mental illness, and require further support beyond mere housing.

The solution, which communities around the country are discovering, is supportive housing — affordable housing coupled with support services such as counseling for substance abuse or mental illness, job training, job search assistance, child care and so forth.

Many governments have implemented supportive housing projects, and they have been a resounding success.

Utah has reduced homelessness by 78 percent in eight years, and is on track to eliminate homelessness by 2025, according to closeout.org. The state started giving away apartments, and assigned each person a caseworker to help them become self-sufficient. Given Utah’s conservative politics, it may come as a bit of a surprise that they did this, but they did the research, counted the numbers, and then created policy based on hard data. If it can happen in a state as conservative as Utah, then it can happen anywhere.

There are also several supportive housing programs in the city of New York. Most of them target specific groups, such as Medicaid users, people with HIV/AIDS, or veterans, but there are a few general supportive housing programs for those who don’t fall under any of those categories. The city also has something called the Supportive Housing Loan Program, which provides financing for nonprofits that want to provide supportive housing. The programs have been a success; in 2005, the city’s landmark NY/NVIII Agreement committed the city to creating 50,000 supportive housing units over 10 years — nearly 7,000 of which had been created as of 2011 — saving New York City taxpayers an estimated $10,000 per tenant, per year, according to closeout.org.

And locally, there’s Avalon Housing in Ann Arbor. They’re a nonprofit that seeks to provide supportive housing for low-income residents of Washtenaw County. The housing is low-cost rather than free, but is still offered at a significant discount. For example, with Avalon’s new Faulkner apartments, “fair market” rent would range from $788-1,232, depending on the size of the apartment in question, whereas Avalon is making them available for $251-850. Overall, Avalon is home to more than 400 people in 280 apartments scattered across Ann Arbor.

There is an opportunity to build on the success of Avalon. A resolution will be considered at the June 2 Ann Arbor City Council meeting to designate approximately $3 million from the sale of development rights on the downtown library lot towards supportive housing. Local advocates are urging supporters to attend the council meeting and arrive by 6:30 to ensure seating.

Supportive housing has proven to be an effective means of ending or mitigating homelessness. Policy makers can find success beyond those listed here; supportive housing saves the taxpayers money, but even more importantly restores dignity, stability and hope for a segment of the population that is all too often lacking in those areas. Governments everywhere should be encouraged to make the correct choice and implement supportive housing.

JOIN HERE
IT’S GOOD FOR
THE HEART

At the YMCA, we exist to strengthen community. Together with people like you, we nurture the potential of kids, help people improve their health, and provide opportunities to support our neighbors. So join us today. And create meaningful change not just for your family, but also for your community.

www.groundcovernews.org
Vendor Week lesson: “It was very cold out”

by Lauren Halperin
U-M Student Contributor

International Street Paper Vendor Week was February 4-10. The Groundcover student group decided that, to celebrate this time of the year, each student would shadow a vendor for a day to help him or her sell, get them coffee, and really just give them some company. I had the pleasure of working with Michael, vendor #163.

I met Michael in front of the Groundcover office. We started our journey at Main Street near Starbuck’s, went in to get some hot coffee, and then walked a couple blocks after a small altercation over territory with another vendor.

Once we ventured those couple of blocks, we stopped where the sunlight could still reach us between the buildings. Sun was a very sought-after commodity on this cold February afternoon.

The cold weather offers perfect excuses for vendors. People will walk out of an establishment, put their hood on, earphones in, and scarfed up to their eyes, determined to get to their next destination as quickly as possible. This leaves no time to stop and inquire about a $1 donation for a newspaper for which they are then going to have to sacrifice a hand out of their pocket to hold on the way home.

However, Michael was determined. With a smile on his face, he inquired to every person walking by, “Have you read the new issue of Groundcover?”

He was informed about the stories inside, which allowed him to use that as a selling point to potential customers. He would even playfully use me as a way to gain the attention of passing crowds saying, “She knows for them! She’s a great writer!” A sweet move, if I do say so myself.

Going into Vendor Week, I was expecting to write about the trials of a Groundcover vendor, the harsh winters and oven-burner reactions. After selling with Michael that day, however, I realized a lesson that I truly have tried to apply to my own stories and handfuls. It’s all about the attitude. The faces you see selling Groundcover Newspapers are happy to be out there, they understand that when you hear a “No, thank you,” that person may have somewhere else to be and wouldn’t have time to stop, but simply does not have the time.

As Michael pointed out to me after standing out in the cold for hours with 50 newspapers under his arm and not going home until he had sold all of them, “Not everyone has time to stop and chat, and it IS very cold out today.”
Rare butterfly frequents Michigan

by Rob Hughes
Groundcover Contributor

The Mitchell's Satyr Butterfly is one of the world's rarest butterflies and may be found here in Washtenaw County. Named by G. H. French in honor of Professor J. N. Mitchell from the University of Michigan in 1889, this butterfly depends on swampy wetlands and their plants for its survival. It is a small butterfly with a wingspan of about an inch.

These wetlands, called fens, were never very numerous and with the advent of modern civilization are under constant threat of development. In addition to the direct destruction of the ecosystems the butterfly needs for survival, it faces indirect threats. In some instances water flow is altered enough to upset the fen's delicate pH balance, eliminating the sedges the butterfly depends on for survival. In other cases, non-native species replace the native foliage the butterfly eats.

The Mitchell's Satyr Butterfly starts life in the summer with a female butterfly laying her eggs in the fen. When those eggs hatch, the emerging caterpillar goes through those rains before winter sets in. At that time, this amazing creature goes into a hibernation period under the snow.

When spring returns, the caterpillar goes through two more molts to finally emerge as a Mitchell's Satyr Butterfly. In this, its final form, it has just three short weeks to find a mate, reproduce and lay eggs before it dies. It lives its entire life in only a small portion of the fen where it was born.

The butterfly is found in the lower 50 miles or so of Michigan, along the southern Michigan border from Toledo to Lake Michigan. In this area, there are only 13 known fens that meet the butterfly's needs. It is also found in a couple of

see BUTTERFLY, page 11

Praise and Thanksgiving!
Five years serving our neighbors with the Riverside Community Meal.
Every Wednesday 5-8 pm.
The First Presbyterian Church of Ypsilanti, aided by the Presbyterian Churches in Washtenaw County.
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Groundcover Vendor Code

While Groundcover News is a non-profit organization and newspaper vendors are considered contracted self-employees, we still have expectations of how vendors should conduct themselves while selling and representing the paper.

The following is our Vendor Code of Conduct, which every vendor must read and sign before receiving a badge and paper. We request that if you observe a vendor violating any terms of the Code, please contact us and provide us as many details as possible. Our paper and your vendors should be positively impacting our community.

All vendors must agree to the following code of conduct:

- Groundcover News will be distributed for a voluntary donation of $1. I agree not to ask for more than a dollar or solicit donations for any other causes.
- I will only sell Groundcover News.
- I agree not to sell additional goods or products when selling the paper or on public buses, excluding purchasing only one paper.
- I will wear and display my badge when selling papers.
- I will only purchase the paper from Groundcover News staff and will not buy papers from other Groundcover News vendors, especially vendors who have been suspended or removed.
- I agree to treat all customers, staff, and other vendors respectfully, and will not be rude or offensive.
- I will not sell or give away any other vendor’s paper.
- I will not sell or give away any other vendor’s papers.
- I will not sell or give away any other vendor’s paper.
- I will not sell or give away any other vendor’s paper.
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Bethlehem United Church of Christ

423 S. Fourth Avenue, Ann Arbor, MI 48104
www.bethlehem-ucc.org; (313) 665-6149
(Bethlehem Church is the home of the Groundcover cover)

WORSHIP SERVICE SCHEDULE
PLEASE JOIN US!
8:30 am - Worship Service in Chapel
10:00 am - Worship Service in Sanctuary

UPCOMING EVENTS
May 4th (Sunday) 11:15am - Cake Auction and Brunch
May 17th (Saturday) 10:15am - German Pretzel sales
May 27th (Friday) 12pm-3pm - German Pretzel sales
1.00 each or 10/$0.25
TEDxYouth: Ann Arbor’s Inaugural Forum for Youth Perspectives

by Francesca Lupia
Groundwork Greenhills Contributor

As I entered Skyline High School’s activity auditorium on the morning of March 22, I expected to hear a lot about robots. The intricate language of technological innovation and computerized syllables seemed inherent in the motto of the 2014 TEDxYouth@Ann Arbor conference: “Decode, Decrypt, Decipher.” But instead of the lecture series’ much-touted matter of brevity and conciseness, I arrived at the eight-hour event curious but not convinced that much of the “decoding” discussed there would be accessible only to the scientifically trained mind.

In fact, the deciphering that unfolded on the Skyline stage was no less than scientific. The event’s 25 high school speakers took three to 15 minutes to address such diverse topics as urban trends in Detroit (the topic of Greenhills senior Tristan Lopas’ opening speech) and the therapeutic power of art. Although the ideas put forth were complex, the speakers, in Lopas’ words, could be understood by “an audience that is almost universal.”

The Skyline event, which featured four themed sessions (Innovation, Philosophy, Introspection and Interaction, and Society) and was streamed on an online feed, was one of hundreds inspired by the annual TED (Technology, Entertainment, and Design) conference.

Founded in 1984, TED conferences (sponsored by the nonprofit Sapling Foundation) feature innovative lectures that strive to share “ideas worth spreading” in a user-friendly format. The talks have flourished in the internet age, with over 30,000 talks from worldwide TED conferences and TEDx events, which are independently organized, available online.

TEDxYouth@Ann Arbor, which student organizers hope to make into an annual event, was the product of diverse and devoted student leadership. The Skyline High School Student Action Senate (SAS) and Skyline teacher Cheryl Davall led the event’s development process. Pioneer seniors Eric VanDeWege and Mackenzie O’Connor hosted the event, and audience members enjoyed musical entertainment from the Huron High School a cappella quartet.

The speeches varied dramatically in content and conciseness. In his lecture “President Ted: What Makes a Great American President,” Pioneer senior Josh Lash wove savvy and sharp sparkling humor into a refreshing examination of the American chief executive.

Lash’s provocateur-like style is bolstered by a winning delivery that brings his words off the page. Reader’s Digest editor and author David Yezzi, who has been in the writing business for decades, describes Lash’s style as “a formula for success.”

Lash’s passion for politics has not waned. In his sophomore year, he led the event’s development process. He has also served as the school’s student government president and a member of the National Honor Society.

During his speech, Lash presented a historical timeline of American presidents, highlighting their accomplishments and challenges. He then compared these leaders to current political figures, analyzing their strengths and weaknesses.

Lash’s insights into the political landscape were not lost on the audience. Some students echoed his views, while others offered opposing perspectives. All agreed, however, that Lash’s speech was thought-provoking and engaging.

As the day drew to a close, attendees were left with a sense of inspiration and motivation. The event had successfully brought together students from various backgrounds, fostering a sense of community and unity.

The concluding event featured the annual TEDxYouth@Ann Arbor lecture competition, where students presented their ideas on a variety of topics. The event ended with a closing ceremony and reception, where attendees could network and discuss the day’s events.

Overall, the event was a success, with attendees taking away valuable insights and ideas. The organizers should be congratulated for their efforts in creating a platform for young voices to be heard.
Vendor Interview Series: meet James “Joe” Woods, Vendor #103

by Amelinda Brown
U-M Student Contributor

Like many of the vendors who currently work for Groundcover, James Woods (or Joe, as we all know him) brings a unique personality to the organization. As I adjust the video camera and read over my interview questions, Joe thinks through them and mental notes on his cell phone, always busy and always social. Joe has been with Groundcover for nearly three years and has become one of the strong foundations of the organization. His penchant for light-hearted jokes and lively gestures fills both the office and his selling spots with energy; when you meet Joe, you will know it.

Joe’s personal style is one of the factors that make him such a successful vendor for Groundcover. In his words, “I just go out there and do my thing.” He virtually sells the 10 special edition papers, which is a risky move because they are more expensive, but Joe seems to have no problem selling them. When I inquired about his tendency to only sell the main pecan papers, Joe explained:

“I have been in sales since age 18. There are certain things I have been trained to do, so a $10 paper is nothing. Other vendors may think, ‘$10 for a paper? Oh, no, that’s too much,’ but not me. That’s just not my mentality.”

This statement itself reveals quite a bit about Joe. He is hardworking, driven, and always up for a challenge.

Many new ideas for Groundcover come from Joe, and he works tirelessly to make them reality. One of his most recent concepts is a $28 paper, a sort of “special” special edition, if you will. Joe says, “If I can get a paper for $10, I’ll sell it.” In addition to being an expert in human sale, Joe is involved with Groundcover in myriad ways. He has been through the Groundcover Money Management program, has received a certificate from the University of Michigan to teach HIV/AIDS Awareness through Groundcover, and also acts as a mentor for new vendors. Mentoring is key for Joe, as he views the success of Groundcover as dependent on each vendor.

“I’m trying to get to where everybody who is Groundcover is making money. So, I’m doing little things to try and help other vendors with their sales pitch,” he says. “Sometimes I have them shadow me and see what I’m doing, or I’ll shadow them and critique them…at the end of the day, the bottom line is numbers. If everybody’s selling papers, everybody’s making money, and want to help themselves. Most of the people who sell Groundcover are not homeless. We have places that we live, and we have bills to pay. And this paper is paying those bills for me and other vendors out there. I don’t get a check a month, but this is my income. So I take it seriously. This is my business.”

Another topic we touched on was the personal aspect of selling papers out on the streets. Like every basic human interaction, vendors are often judged based on appearance, so that the information that comes across in the time it takes to walk by. Because of the nature of the job, vendors are put in a position of vulnerability and necessary sociability that not many jobs require. An ardent gaze can feel like a personal insult. And though Joe is adept at not taking the “noli” personally, that is a challenge that many vendors must overcome. Joe and I discussed this notion of being a Groundcover vendor, and although he is tough and seems to shake everything off, he does admit to having feelings on the matter.

“I know they think all kinds of crazy stuff about me. A lot of people use my outer appearance, and I’m pretty sure I get people who judge me by the way I dress, but if they stopped and got to talk to me they would see it’s more than just my hat flipped back, or what I might wear that day. I want people to know I am like a Transformer; there is more to me than meets the eye.”

Joe sells on Liberty and Main in front of Cherry Republic, and on Liberty and Washington in front of the Bank of America. You can find him weekdays, between noon and six o’clock.

Commissioners extend Warming Center through April!

by Elisabeth S. Karto, aka "Lif"

The 21st century has ushered in some of the most powerful war in Ann Arbor history. As history hasn’t already been made by March, according to the annual winter of 30.7 inches, yet another snowfall ground us on the day it was due to exceed that record. However, thanks to the efforts of the Washtenaw County Board of Commissioners, dozens of individuals have been on the Groundcover Warming Center were promised to have a roof over their heads on April 15, 2014 and at least two weeks beyond.

When approached by a delegation from the Groundcover Warming Center about the unshelteredness of human beings having to sleep outdoors during any season of the year, the Commissioners went into overdrive and spent nearly one-and-a-half hours in deliberation following their public meeting on April 2 before deciding in a 6-2 vote to give the Groundcover Warming Center the additional $35,000 needed to extend the Warming Center an additional three weeks.

When approaching the Board of Commissioners, Ray Gledston, one of the members from the Warming Center delegation, denounced the practices in the county allowing human beings to sleep outdoors when even cats and dogs are treated more humanely in society. As a member of the working class poor, Gledston told the Board that he should have the right to have a roof over his head and not to sleep outside when trying to locate an affordable apartment on a minimum wage job. Without the Warming Center, Gledston said, he might have to quit the job where he has worked for several months.

“it’s time to leave the static of the head for the ecstatic of the head. The more we expand our hearts, the less we will need to shrink our heads.”

– Swami Beyandonanda
Rare butterfly frequents Michigan

continued from page 7

parts of Wisconsin, New Jersey, and Ohio, and also location no longer suitable in Michigan and Indiana. Recent populations discovered in Virginia, Mississippi, and Alabama await DNA testing to see if they are truly Mitchell's Satyr Butterflies, or another sub-species that looks very much like the Mitchell's Satyr Butterfly. In the western portion of Washtenaw County, there are sites that may support the Mitchell's Satyr Butterfly. Many of these sites are privately-owned. One public site in which you might find the Mitchell's Satyr Butterfly is Park Lyn- dono County Park. This park is located one mile east of M-52 on North Territorial Road. Here you will find over 500 species of plants and animals spread across fens, marshes, bogs, ponds, forest and prairie. Because there is a fen here, the Mitchell's Satyr Butterfly might be present, too. However, it is not listed as habitat for this creature. All the known sites for this butterfly are privately-owned with access only granted to research personnel.

Can you solve the Mitchell's Satyr Butterfly maze?

The Mitchell's Satyr Butterfly may be found in Washtenaw County

TEDx: Ann Arbor
continued from page 9

We Survived Winter!

Special thanks to Running Fit and our friends from St. Mary's Student Parish for outfitting us with gear to keep our heads and hands warm.

Cryptogram Solution

“Would you mind paying a little more for a McDonald’s hamburger if you felt that you were then helping to promote the human potential around us and not discarding it?”

— Paul Saginaw
Rice and Bean Salad

by Lisa Sattenspiel
Groundcover Contributor

1 cup rice
1 can of black beans (14 oz)
1 onion, chopped
1 tsp oil
1/2 tsp cumin
1/2 tsp chili powder
1 tsp dried oregano
Salt and pepper to taste
1 red bell pepper, chopped
2 cups lettuce, chopped
2 green onions, chopped
2 cups tortilla chips or two tortillas, chopped and toasted
Optional toppings: guacamole, sour cream, salsa

1. Cook rice according to package directions.
2. While rice is cooking, sauté onions in oil in large skillet or frying pan for 5 minutes or until onions are translucent.
3. Add salsa, chili powder, oregano, salt and pepper, and bell pepper, and cook for another 5 minutes.
4. Add beans and cook until heated through.
5. Add cooked rice and stir all ingredients thoroughly.
6. Place 1/2 cups of mixture in bowls. Top with 1 cup each chopped lettuce, green onion, and 1/2 cup tortilla chips or toasted tortilla pieces.
7. Top with your favorite toppings.

Serves four. Extra rice and bean mixture can be stored for later use or used as a tortilla filling, or on its own.

Strange (but Mostly True) Stories About a Mother and her Daughter • Cy Kline © 2014

What's going on here, you don't belong here. I turn my back for a moment and you snatch my glazed!!! You can't go around eating my glazed like that!!!

What?? I don't believe in talking toads!! I will attack you until I rescue my missing kitten.......

Are you sure that's what it is??

I'm sorry, but I'm gonna look underneath....

I think, but I'm just not playing under here.

What if I don't want to be rescued? This is fun!